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 introduction intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps   revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  12  1. introduction  this technical product specification  (tps) provides board specific information detailing the features,  functionality, and high level architecture of the intel? server board s5000pal and intel ?  server board  s5000xal. the  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets server board family datasheet  should also be referenced  for more in depth detail of various board sub-systems including chipset, bios, system management, and  system management software.  in addition, design level information for specific sub-systems can be obtained by ordering the external  product specifications (eps) or external design specifications (eds) for a given sub-system. eps and  eds documents are not publicly available. they are only made available under nda with intel and must  be ordered through your local intel representative.    the intel? server board s5000pal/xal may contain design defects or errors known as errata which  may cause the product to deviate from published specifications.  refer to the  intel? server board  s5000pal/xal specification update  for published errata.  1.1 chapter outline  this document is divided into the following chapters  ?  chapter 1 ? introduction  ?   chapter 2 ? server board overview  ?   chapter 3 ? functional architecture  ?   chapter 4 ? platform management  ?   chapter 5 ? connector & header location and pin-out   ?   chapter 6 ? configuration jumpers  ?   chapter 7 ? light guided diagnostics  ?   chapter 8 ? power and environmental specifications  ?   chapter 9 ? regulatory and certification information  ?   appendix a ? integration and usage tips  ?   appendix b ? bmc sensor tables  ?   appendix c ? post code diagnostic led decoder  ?   appendix d ? post code errors  ?   appendix e ? supported intel ?  server chassis    1.2  server board use disclaimer  intel corporation server boards support add-in peripherals and contain a number of high-density vlsi  and power delivery components that need adequate airflow to cool. intel ensures through its own chassis  development and testing that when intel server building blocks are used together, the fully integrated  system will meet the intended ther mal requirements of thes e components. it is th e responsibility of the  system integrator who chooses not to use intel developed server building blocks to consult vendor  datasheets and operating parameters to determine the amount of air flow required for their specific  application and environmental conditions. intel corporation cannot be held responsible if components fail  or the server board does not operate correctly when used outside any of their published operating or non- operating limits. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  product overview  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  13   2. product overview  the intel? server board s5000pal and intel ?  server board s5000xal are monolithic printed circuit  boards with features that were designed to support the high-density 1u and 2u server markets.   2.1  intel? server board s500 0pal / s5000xal feature set  feature  description  processors  771-pin lga sockets supporting 1 or 2 dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5000 sequence,  with system bus speeds of 667 mhz, 1066 mhz, or 1333 mhz   memory  8 keyed dimm slots supporting fully buffered dimm technology (fbdimm) memory. 240-pin  ddr2-533 and ddr2-677 fbdimms must be used.  chipset intel ?  5000 chipset family which includes the following components:  intel ?  5000p memory controller hub or intel ?  5000x memory controller hub  intel ?  6321esb i/o controller hub 1    note: intel will only make available an oem sku of this server board using the intel ?  5000x  memory controller hub.  on-board  connectors/headers  external connections:  ?   stacked ps/2* ports for keyboard and mouse  ?   rj45 serial b port  ?   two rj45 nic connectors for 10/100/1000 mb connections  ?   two usb 2.0 ports  ?  video connector  internal connectors/headers:  ?   one usb port header, capable of  providing two usb 2.0 ports  ?   one dh10 serial a header  ?   six sata ports via the esb-2 and integrated sw raid 0/1/10 support  ?   one  44pin (power + i/o) ata/100 connector for optical drive support  ?  one intel ?  remote management module (intel ?  rmm) connector (intel ?  rmm use is  optional)  ?  one intel ?  i/o expansion module connector supporting:  ?   dual gb nic intel ?  i/o expansion module (optional)  ?   external sas intel ?  i/o expansion module (optional)  ?   infiniband* i/o expansion module (optional)  ?   ssi-compliant 24-pin control panel header  ?   ssi-compliant 24-pin main power connector, supporting the atx-12v standard on the first  20 pins  ?   8-pin +12v processor power connector  add-in pci, pci-x*, pci  express* cards  ?   one low profile riser slot supporting 1u or 2u pcie* riser cards  ?   one full height riser slot supporting 1u or 2u pci-x* and pcie* riser cards  on-board video  ati* es1000 video controller with 16mb ddr sdram  on-board hard drive  controller  ?   six esb-2 sata ports.   ?  intel ?  embedded server raid technology ii with sw raid levels 0/1/10.   ?   optional support for sw raid 5 with activation key. 2   lan  two 10/100/1000 intel ?  82563eb phys supporting intel ?  i/o acceleration technology  system fans  six 4-pin fan headers supporting two processor fans, and four system fans  system management   support for intel ?  system management software                                                        1  for the remainder of this document, the intel ?  6321esb i/o controller hub will be refferred to as esb-2.  2  onboard sata sw raid 5 support provided as a post-launch product feature. 

 product overview  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps   revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  14  2.2  server board layout           

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  product overview  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  15 2.2.1  connector and component locations  the following figure shows the board layout of the server board. each connector and major component is  identified by a number or letter, and a description is given below the figure.  tp02071 m n o l j k v u s t r w q p pp mm ll kk ii hh gg ff ee dd cc bb aa z y x b a e d f h g c i nn oo qq jj    

 product overview  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps   revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  16      description    description  a  bios bank select jumper  v  system fan #2 header  b intel ?  esb-2 io controller hub  w  cpu power connector  c  io module option connector   x  main power connector  d  post code diagnostic leds  y  battery  e intel ?  adaptive slot  ? full height    z  power supply management connector  f  pci express* riser slot ? low profil e   aa  dual port  usb 2.0 header  g  system identification led - blue  bb  system fan #1 header  h  external io connectors  cc ssi 24-pin control panel header  i  status led ? green / amber  dd sata 0  j  serial ?b? port configuration jumper  ee  sata 1  k  system fan #4 header  ff  sata 2  l  system fan #3 header  gg sata 3  m  fbdimm slots  hh sata 4  n intel ?  5000p memory controller hub (mch) or   intel ?  5000x memory controller hub (mch)  ii sata 5  o  cpu #1 connector  jj  sata sw raid 5 activation key connector   p  cpu #2 connector  kk  intel ?  remote management module (rmm)  connector  q  cpu #1 fan header  ll  system recovery jumper block  r  voltage regulator heat sink  mm chassis intrusion switch header  s  cpu #2 fan header  nn 3-pin ipmb header  t  bridge board connector  oo intel ?  local control panel header  u  ata-100 optical drive connector (power+io)  pp  serial ?a? header     qq intel ?  rmm nic connector  figure 1. components & connector location diagram   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  product overview  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  17 2.2.2  light guided diagnostic led locations  tp02317 s r q b a c f g e l ijk no mp d     description  description  a  post code diagnostic leds  e cpu fault led  b  system identification led ? blue  f cpu fault led  c  system status led ? green  / amber g 5-volt stand-by present  led  d  dimm fault leds      figure 2. light guided diagnostic led location diagram   

 product overview  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps   revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  18  2.2.3  external i/o connector locations  the drawing below shows the layout of the rear i/o components for the server board.  tp02296 a f c d e g h b   a  ps/2 mouse  e nic port 2 (1 gb)  b ps/2 keyboard  f video  c  serial port b  g usb port 1  d  nic port 1 (1 gb)  h usb port 2  figure 3. intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal atx i/o layout 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  product overview  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  19 2.2.4  server board mechanical drawings    tp02316 4 x 187.93 [7.399] 2 x 0.00 [0.000] 11.02 [0.434] 11.91 [0.469] 16.76 [0.660] 33.91 [1.335] 44.89 [1.767] 82.80 [3.260] 2 x 124.46 [4.900] 288.29 [11.350] 2 x 86.89 [3.421] 16.51 [0.650] 2 x 0.00 [0.000] 15.24 [0.600] 21.59 [0.850] 45.59 [1.795] 227.33 [8.950] 3 x 312.42 [12.300] 320.04 [12.600] 127.43 [5.017] 62.66 [2.467] 67.31 [2.650] 2 x 49.35 [1.943] 10.16 [0.400] 0.91 [0.036] 2 x 101.60 [4.000] 22.86 [0.900] 0.16 [0.006] 9 x ? 0.125 [3.18] typ. lotes b2515bb2m 6012a0019603 5.08 [0.200] 9.65 [0.380] 2 x 59.69 [2.350] 124.46 [4.900] 2 x 141.25 [5.561] 38.10 [1.500] typ. 2 x 223.80 [8.811] 2 x 281.94 [11.100] 81.28 [3.200] typ. 2 x 3.28 [0.129] 55.35 [2.179] 8 x ? 10.16 [0.400] 7 x ? 3.96 [0.156] 124.26 [4.892] molex 22-44-7031 6012a0099701-hdr4p molex 22-44-7031 6012a0099701 228.60 [9.000] lotes b2515bb2m 6012a0019603 152.40 [6.000] 6 x betterment btm-pp02.2f1611.007x 6012b0018302 amp 794108-1 6012a0022801 molex 3930-0080 6012a0022801 118.11 [4.650] 196.85 [7.750] 5 x ? 8.00 [0.315] silkscreen on secondary side for spacer lotes aaa-pci-033-k02 6012b0051002 lotes b4l60bb2l 6012a0105401 amp 177983-5 6012a0103201 molex 43202-8927 6026a0027801 molex 877715-3205 6012a0100101 fci 10027747-114101 6012a0105001   figure 4. intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal ? hole and component positions (1 of 2)         

 product overview  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps   revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  20  tp02292 143.00 [5.630] 231.89 [9.130] 243.83 [9.600] 265.41 [10.449] 297.84 [11.726] 308.74 [12.155] 214.12 [8.430] 196.33 [7.730] 178.56 [7.030] 160.77 [6.330] 11.96 [0.471] 3.45 [0.136] 10.16 [0.400] 0.00 [0.000] 30.91 [1.217] 49.68 [1.956] 19.76 [0.778] 35.05 [1.380] 62.99 [2.480] 76.45 [3.010] 67.39 [2.653] 0.00 [0.000] 224.21 [8.827] 2.67 [0.105] 6.27 [0.247] 35.28 [1.389] 8 x 40.39 [1.590] 7 x 10.67 [0.420] 244.27 [9.617] 263.14 [10.360] 278.38 [10.960] 280.71 [11.052] 175.03 [6.891] 200.13 [7.879] 205.97 [8.109] 158.80 [6.252] 141.78 [5.582] 87.88 [3.460] 9.32 [0.367] 56.84 [2.238] 5.21 [0.205] 127.20 [5.008] 80.14 [3.155] 16.51 [0.650] 106.93 [4.210] 104.39 [4.110] 94.23 [3.710] 100.58 [3.960] 2 x 1.83 [0.072] 5 x 6.99 [0.275] 8.64 [0.340] 3.35 [0.132] 298.51 [11.752] 309.042 [12.167] 52.98 [2.086] 12.66 [0.498] 74.78 [2.944] 83.31 [3.280] 76.96 [3.030] 96.25 [3.789] 104.39 [4.110] 280.21 [11.032] 2 x 11.93 [0.470] 6 x 12.83 [0.505] 211.02 [8.308] 174.17 [6.857] 214.63 [8.450] 230.38 [9.070] 1st pin 1st pin r1.52 [0.060] 119.59 [4.708] 119.16 [4.692] 1st pin 86.11 [3.390] 3 x 13.59 [0.535] 2 x 12.33 [0.485] 12.27 [0.483] 9.07 [0.357]   figure 5. intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal ? hole and component positions (2 of 2)         

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  product overview  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  21 tp02293 h < 10mm [0.394"] pci bkt drop down 170.64 [6.718] 184.12 [7.249] 273.02 [10.749] ref only h < 7 mm [0.275"] under heat sink 102.77 [4.046] 46.76 [1.841] 18.97 [0.747] 0.18 [0.007] 10.80 [0.425] h < 3mm [0.118"] pci bkt drop down 198.02 [7.796] 207.98 [8.188] 267.51 [10.532] 288.29 [11.350] h < 12.7 mm [0.499"] under lp pci option card h < 5 mm [0.196"] pci bkt drop down 3.81 [0.150] h < 11.65 mm [0.459"] under rear panel tab h < 30 mm [1.181"] pci bkt drop down no components allowed for retention pins h < 3.5 mm [0.138"] for three boards 9 x no components 5.0 dia. on top no components 3.5 dia. on bottom h < 12.4 mm [0.488"] under riser pcie conn. h < 26 mm [1.023"] under riser pci-x conn. h < 11.8 mm [0.465"] under riser card h < 15.2 mm [0.600"] under fh pci option card 264.97 [10.432] 316.00 [12.441] 320.04 [12.600] 234.75 [9.242] 169.98 [6.692] 130.00 [5.118] 10.16 [0.400] 2 x 5.08 [0.200] 3 x 5.08 [0.200] 0.00 [0.000] 2 x 3.07 [0.121] 21.23 [0.836] 28.17 [1.109] 41.96 [1.652] 53.34 [2.100] 60.15 [2.368] 177.47 [6.987] 180.92 [7.123] 188.72 [7.430] 0.00 [0.000] 0.76 [0.030] 13.18 [0.519] 9.27 [0.365] 3.28 [0.129] 16.51 [0.650] 57.89 [2.279] 96.98 [3.818] 98.88 [3.893] 101.90 [4.012] 109.40 [4.307] 120.85 [4.758] 125.27 [4.932] 129.69 [5.106] 134.62 [5.300] 137.72 [5.422] ref only h < 11 mm [0.433"] under heat sink 89.36 [3.518] 9.70 [0.382] 94.41 [3.717] 96.57 [3.802] 111.84 [4.403] 120.93 [4.761] 199.67 [7.861] 203.48 [8.011] 282.22 [11.111] h < 9.5 mm [0.374"] under bridge board 4 x 7.62 [0.300]   figure 6. intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal ? restricted areas on side 1             

 product overview  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps   revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  22  tp02294 0.00 [0.000] 16.51 [0.650] 288.29 [11.350] 0.00 [0.000] 320.04 [12.600] 10.16 [0.400] 10.13 [0.399] 257.73 [10.147] 2 x 5.00 [0.197] h < 1.47 mm [0.058"] typ. 3 x 3.99 [0.157] 3.00 [0.118]   ? 2.000 [50.8 mm] typ. 15.24 [0.600] typ.   5.08 [0.200] typ. 20.32 [0.800] typ. limited height 1.27 mm [0.05"] on side 2 h < 2 mm [0.078] 7.52 [0.296] 123.47 [4.861] 184.40 [7.260] 136.14 [5.360] 266.95 [10.510] 218.72 [8.611] 197.10 [7.760] 205.99 [8.110] 279.68 [11.011] 200.03 [7.875] 4 x 4.45 [0.175] 180.34 [7.100] 276.86 [10.900] limited height 1.27 mm [0.05"] on side 2, dia. 29.5 mm [1.160"] backside spring area. no motherboard component placement allowed. no components or surface layer traces in this zone. ? 29.46 [1.160] typ. 0.200" [5.08 mm max] keep in for 2u and above platforms. 0.100" [2.54 mm max] keep in for 1u platforms on side 2. 3 ground pad on side 2   figure 7. intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal ? restricted areas on side 2               

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  product overview  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  23 tp02295 256.54 [10.100] 2 x 173.99 [6.850] h < 10.0 mm [0.394"] under duct h < 0.8 mm [0.310"] under vr h < 1.5 mm [0.059"] under vr 143.51 [5.650] no components allowed for duct 0.00 [0.000] 10.16 [0.400] 182.83 [7.198] 3 x 274.32 [10.800] 298.51 [11.753] 0.00 [0.000] 16.51 [0.650] 113.13 [4.454] 199.21 [7.843] 285.75 [11.250] 109.86 [4.325] 125.78 [4.952] 5.08 [0.200] 5.52 [0.217] 4.83 [0.190] 2 x 77.22 [3.040] 6.35 [0.250] 11.69 [0.460] no components allowed h < 27 mm [1.063"] under duct   figure 8. intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal - primary side duct and vr restrictions     

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  24    3. functional architecture  the architecture and design of the intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal is based on the intel ?   5000 chipset family. the chipset is designed for systems based on the dual-core intel ?  xeon ?   processor 5000 sequence with system bus speeds of 667 mhz, 1066 mhz, and 1333 mhz. the chipset  is made up of two main components: the memory controller hub (mch) for the host bridge and the esb- 2 i/o controller hub for the i/o subsystem. this chapter provides a high-level description of the  functionality associated with each chipset component and the architectural blocks that make up this  server board. for more in depth detail of the functionality for each of  the chipset components and each of  the functional architecture blocks, see the  intel ?  s5000 server board family datasheet.    figure 9. server board functional block diagram  note:  the diagram above uses the intel ?  5000p mch as a general reference designator for both mch  components supported on this server board.    

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  25 3.1 intel ?  5000p and 5000x memory controller hubs (mch)  this section will describe the general functionality of  the memory controller hub as  it is implemented on  this server board. depending on the version of the server board in use, it may support either the intel ?   5000p mch or the intel ?  5000x mch. features that are unique to  a particular mch will  be so referenced.  the memory controller hub (mch) is a single 1432 pin fcbga package which includes the following  core platform functions:  ?   system bus interface for the processor sub-system   ?  memory controller  ?   pci express* ports including the enterprise south bridge interface (esi)  ?   fbd thermal management  ?  smbus interface  additional information about mch functionality can be obtained from the  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets  server board family datasheet,  the  intel ?  5000p memory controller hub external design specification  (yellow cover), or the intel ?  5000x memory controller hub external design specification (yellow cover).  note:  yellow cover documents can only be obtained under nda with intel and ordered through an intel  representative.  3.1.1  system bus interface   the mch is configured for symmetric multi-processing across two independent front side bus interfaces  that connect to the dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5000 sequence. each front side bus on the mch  uses a 64-bit wide 1066 or 1333 mhz data bus. the 1333 mhz data bus is capable of transferring data at  up to 10.66 gb/s. the mch supports a 36-bit wide address bus, capable of addressing up to 64 gb of  memory. the mch is the priority agent for both fr ont side bus interfaces, and is optimized for one  processor on each bus.   3.1.2 processor support  the server board supports the following processors:  ?   one or two dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5000 or 5100 sequence with a 677-, 1066-, or  1333-mhz front side bus.   ?   up to two quad-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5300 sequence with a 1066- or 1333-mhz front  side bus.   ?   up to two 45nm 2p dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors. systems based on s5000palr or  s5000xalr only.   ?   up to two 45nm next generation quad-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors. systems based on  s5000palr or s5000xalr only.   previous generations of the intel ?  xeon ?  processor are not supported on the server board. see  http://support.intel.com/support /motherboards/server/s5000pal/  for a complete updated list of supported  processors. (   http://support.intel.com/support/motherboards/server/sb/cs-022346.htm/  is sub-directory of  above s5000pal url that reflects supported processor list)  note:  only dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5000 sequence, that support system bus speeds of 667  mhz, 1066 mhz, and1333 mhz are supported on this server board.     

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  26    3.1.2.1  processor population rules  when two processors are installed, both must be of identical revision, core voltage, and bus/core speed.  mixed processor steppings is supported.  however, the stepping of one processor cannot be greater than  one stepping back of the other. when only one processor is installed, it must be in the socket labeled  cpu1. the other socket must be empty.  the board is designed to provide up to 130a of current per processor. processors with higher current  requirements are not supported.  no terminator is required in the second processor socket when using a single processor configuration.  3.1.2.2  common enabling kit (cek) design support  the server board complies with intel?s common enabling kit (cek) processor mounting and heat sink  retention solution. the server board ships with a cek spring snapped onto the underside of the server  board, beneath each processor socket. the heat sink attaches to the cek, over the top of the processor  and the thermal interface material (tim). see the figure below for the stacking order of the chassis, cek  spring, server board, tim, and heat sink.  the cek spring is removable, allowing for the use of non-intel heat sink retention solutions.   note:  the processor heat sink and cek spring shown in the following diagram are for reference  purposes only.  the actual processor heat sink and cek solutions compatible with this generation server  board may be of a different design.    heatsink assembly  thermal interface material (tim) server board cek spring chassis   figure 10. cek processor mounting  3.1.3 memory sub-system  on the intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal, the mch provides four channels of fully buffered  dimm (fb-dimm) memory. each channel can support up to 2 dual ranked fb-dimm ddr2 dimms. fb- dimm memory channels are organized in to two branches for support of raid 1 (mirroring). the mch  can support up to 8 dimms or a maximum memory size of 32 gb physical memory in non-mirrored mode  and 16 gb physical memory in a m irrored configuration. th e read bandwidth for  each fb-dimm channel  is 4.25 gb/s for ddr2 533 fb-dimm memory which gives a total read bandwidth of 17 gb/s for four fb- dimm channels. thus, this provides 8.5 gb/s of write memory bandwidth for four fb-dimm channels.  the read bandwidth for each fb-dimm channel is 5.3gb/s for ddr2 667 fb-dimm memory which gives 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  27 a total read bandwidth of 21gb/s for four fb-dimm channels. thus, this provides 10.7 gb/s of write  memory bandwidth for four fb-dimm channels. the total bandwidth is based on read bandwidth thus the  total bandwidth is 17 gb/s for 533 and 21.0 gb/s for 667.  on the intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal, a pair of channels becomes a branch where branch  0 consists of channels a and b, and branch 1 consists of channels c and d.  fbd memory channels are  organized into two branches for support of raid 1(mirroring).  tp02299 dimm d2 dimm d1 dimm c2 dimm c1 dimm b2 dimm b1 dimm a2 dimm a1 branch 0 mch channel a channel b channel d channel c branch 1   figure 11. memory layout    to boot the system, the system bios on the server board uses a dedicated i 2 c bus to retrieve dimm  information needed to program the mch memory registers. the following table provides the i 2 c  addresses for each dimm slot.  table 1.  i 2 c addresses for memory module smb  device  address dimm a1 0xa0  dimm a2 0xa2  dimm b1 0xa0  dimm b2 0xa2  dimm c1 0xa0  dimm c2 0xa2  dimm d1 0xa0  dimm d2 0xa2  3.1.3.1 memory rasum features i   the mch supports several memory  rasum (reliability, availability,  serviceability, usability, and  manageability) features.  thes e features include the intel ?  x4 single device data correction (intel ?  x4  sddc) for memory error detection and correction,  memory scrubbing, retry  on correctable errors,  memory built in self test, dimm sparing, and memory mirroring.  see the  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets  server board family datasheet  for more information describing these features.  3.1.3.2 supported memory  the server board supports up to eight ddr2-533 or ddr2-667 fully buffered dimms (fbd memory).    the following tables show the maximum memory configurations supported using the specified memory  technology. 

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  28  table 2. maximum 8 dimm system memory configuration ? x8 single rank  dram technology x8  single rank  maximum capacity  mirrored mode  maximum capacity   non-mirrored mode  256 mb  1 gb  2 gb  512 mb  2 gb  4 gb  1024 mb  4 gb  8 gb  2048 mb  8 gb  16 gb  table 3. maximum 8 dimm system memory configuration ? x4 dual rank  dram technology x4  dual rank  maximum capacity  mirrored mode  maximum capacity   non-mirrored mode  256 mb  4 gb  8 gb  512 mb  8 gb  16 gb  1024 mb  16 gb  32 gb  2048 mb  16 gb  32 gb    note : ddr2 dimms that are not fully buffered are not supported on this server board. see the  intel?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tested memory list  for a complete list of supported memory for  this server board.  3.1.3.3  dimm population rules and  supported dimm configurations  dimm population rules depend on the operating mode of the memory controller, which is determined by  the number of dimms installed.  dimms must be populated in pairs. dimm pairs are populated in the  following dimm slot order: a1 & b1, c1 & d1, a2 & b2, c2 & d2. dimms within a given pair must be  identical with respect to size, speed, and organization. however, dimm capacities can be different  between different dimm pairs.   for example, a valid mixed dimm configuration may have 512mb dimms installed in dimm slots a1 &  b1, and 1gb dimms installed in dimm slots c1 & d1.  intel supported dimm configurations for this server board are shown in the following table.      supported and validated configuration : slot is populated      supported but not validated configuration : slot is  populated      slot is not populated    mirroring:  y = yes. indicates that configuration supports memory mirroring.  sparing:  y(x) = yes. indicates that configuration supports memory sparing.  where x  =   0 : sparing supported on branch0 only    1 : sparing supported on branch1 only    0,1 : sparing supported on both branches    branch 0  branch 1  channel a  channel b  channel c  channel d  dimm_a1  dimm_a2  dimm_b1  dimm b2  dimm c1  dimm c2  dimm d1  dimm d2  mirroring  possible  sparing  possible                                            

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  29                     y (0)                      y                     y (0)                  y  y (0, 1)  notes:   -  single channel mode is only tested and supported with a 512mb x8 fbdimm installed in dimm  slot a1.  -  the supported memory configurations must meet population rules defined above.   -  for best performance, the number of dimms installed should be balanced across both  memory branches. for example: a four dimm configuration will perform better than a two  dimm configuration and should be installed in dimm slots a1, b1, c1, and d1.  an eight  dimm configuration will perform better then a six dimm configuration.  -  although mixed dimm capacities between channels is supported, intel does not validate dimms  in mixed dimm configurations.      3.1.3.3.1  minimum non-mirrored mode configuration  the server board is capable of supporting a minimum of one dimm installed.  however, for system  performance reasons, intel?s recommendation is that at least 2 dimms be installed.  the following diagram shows the recommended minimum dimm memory configuration.  populated dimm  slots are shown in  grey .  tp02300 dimm d2 dimm d1 dimm c2 dimm c1 dimm b2 dimm b1 dimm a2 dimm a1 branch 0 mch channel a channel b channel d channel c branch 1   figure 12. recommended minimum two dimm memory configuration  note:  the server board supports sing le dimm mode operation. intel w ill only validate and support this  configuration with a single 512mb x8 fbdimm installed in dimm slot a1.   

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  30  3.1.3.4  non-mirrored mode memory upgrades  the minimum memory upgrade increment is two dimms per branch. the dimms must cover the same  slot position on both channels. dimms pairs must be identical with respect to size, speed, and  organization. dimms that cover adjacent slot positions do not need to be identical.  when adding two dimms to the configuration shown in figure 12, the dimms should be populated in  dimm slots c1 and d1 as shown in the following diagram.  populated dimm slots are shown in  grey .  tp02301 dimm d2 dimm d1 dimm c2 dimm c1 dimm b2 dimm b1 dimm a2 dimm a1 branch 0 mch channel a channel b channel d channel c branch 1   figure 13. recommended four dimm configuration  functionally, dimm slots a2 and b2 could also have been populated instead of dimm slots c1 and d1.  however, your system will not ac hieve equivalent performance. fi gure 13 shows the  supported dimm  configuration that is recommended because it allows both memory branches from the mch to operate  independently and simultaneously. fbd bandwidth is doubled when both branches operate in parallel.  3.1.3.4.1  mirrored mode memory configuration  when operating in mirrored mode, both branches operate in lock step. in mirrored mode, branch 1  contains a replicate copy of the data in branch 0.  the minimum dimm configuration to support memory  mirroring is four dimms, populated as shown in figure 13 above. all four dimms must be identical with  respect to size, speed, and organization.   to upgrade a four dimm mirrored memory configuration, four additional dimms must be added to the  system. all four dimms in the second set must be identical to the first with the exception of speed. the  mch will adjust to the lowest speed dimm. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  31 3.1.3.4.2  dimm sparing mode  memory configuration  the mch provides dimm spa ring capabilities. sparing is a ras feat ure that involves configuring a dimm  to be placed in reserve so it can be use to replace a dimm that fails. dimm sparing occurs within a given  bank of memory and is not supported across branches.   there are two supported memory sparing configurations.   3.1.3.4.2.1  single branch mode sparing     channel a  channel b  channel c  channel d  branch 0 branch 1 intel? 5000p/5000x memory controller hub slot 1  slot 2  dimm_c2  dimm_c1  dimm_d2  dimm_d1  dimm_a1  dimm_a2  dimm_b1  dimm_b2    figure 14. single branch mode sparing dimm configuration  ?   dimm_a1 and dimm_b1 must be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_a2 and dimm_b2 must be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_a1 and dimm_a2 need not be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_b1 and dimm_b2 need not be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   sparing should be enabled in bios setup.  ?  bios will configure  rank sparing mode.  ?   the larger of the pairs {dimm_a1, dimm_b1} and {dimm_a2, dimm_b2} will be selected as the  spare pair unit. 

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  32    3.1.3.4.2.2  dual branch mode sparing  dual branch mode sparing requires that all eight dimm slots be populated and must comply with the  following population rules.  ?   dimm_a1 and dimm_b1 must be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_a2 and dimm_b2 must be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_c1 and dimm_d1 must be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_c2 and dimm_d2 must be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_a1 and dimm_a2 need not be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_b1 and dimm_b2 need not be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_c1 and dimm_c2 need not be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   dimm_d1 and dimm_d2 need not be identical in organization, size and speed.  ?   sparing should be enabled in bios setup.  ?  bios will configure  rank sparing mode.  ?   the larger of the pairs {dimm_a1, dimm_b1} and {dimm_a2, dimm_b2} and {dimm_c1,  dimm_d1} and {dimm_c2, dimm_d2} will be selected as the spare pair units.  3.1.4  snoop filter (5000x mch only)  the 5000x version of the mch includes a snoop filter. depending on the application of the server, this  feature can be used to enhance the performance of the server by eliminating unnecessary traffic on the  system bus.  by removing the excess traffic from the snooped bus, the full bandwidth is available for  other operations.   3.2  esb-2 io controller   the esb-2 is a multi-function device that provides four distinct functions: an io controller, a pci-x*  bridge, a gigabit ethernet controller, and a baseboard management controller (bmc).  each function  within the esb-2 has its own set of configuration registers. once configured, each appears to the system  as a distinct hardware controller.   a primary role of the esb-2 is to provide the gateway to all pc-compatible i/o devices and features. the  server board uses the following esb-2 features:  ?  pci-x* bus interface  ?   six channel sata interface w/sata busy led control  ?  dual gbe mac  ?   baseboard management controller (bmc)  ?   single ata interface, with ultra dma 100 capability  ?   universal serial bus 2.0 (usb) interface  ?  removable media drives  ?  lpc bus interface  ?   pc-compatible timer/counter and dma controllers  ?   apic and 8259 interrupt controller  ?  power management  ?  system rtc  ?   general purpose i/o   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  33 this section describes the function of most of the listed features as they pertain to this server board.  for  more detail information, see the  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets server board family datasheet  or the  intel ?  enterprise south bridge-2 external design specification  (yellow cover)  3.2.1 pci sub-system  the primary i/o buses for the server board are pci, pci express*, and pci-x*, with six independent pci  bus segments. the pci buses comply with the  pci local bus specification , revision 2.3. the table  below lists the characteristics of the pci bus segments. details about each bus segment follow the table.  table 4. pci bus segment characteristics  pci bus segment  voltage  width  speed  type on-board device support  pci32  esb-2    3.3v  32 bit  33mhz  pci  used internally for video controller  pxa   esb-2  3.3v/5.0v 64 bit 133mhz pci-x* full height riser slot, up  to three slots on riser  card  pe1  esb-2 pcie* port2   3.3v  x4  10gb/s  pcie*  used for intel chassis for mid-plane iop  pe2   esb-2 pcie port3  3.3v x4 10gb/s pcie  mezzanine connector for intel ?  i/o expansion  module  pe4, pe5  bnb pcie ports  4,5  3.3v x8 20gb/s pcie  low profile riser slot, up to two x4 slots on 2u  riser, or one x8 slot on 1u riser.  pe6, pe7  bnb pcie ports  6,7  3.3v x8 20gb/s pcie  full height riser slot, up to two x4 slots on  riser or one x8    3.2.1.1 pci32: 32-bit,  33-mhz pci bus segment  all 32-bit, 33-mhz pci i/o is directed through the esb-2 ich6. the 32-bit, 33-mhz pci segment created  by the esb-2-ich6 is known as the pci32 segment. the pci32 segment supports the following  embedded devices:  ?   2d graphics accelerator: ati* es1000 video controller    3.2.1.2  pxa: 64-bit, 133mhz pci-x* bus segment  one 64-bit pci-x* bus segment is directed through the esb-2 ich6. this pci-x segment, pxa, can  support up to three add-in cards on a riser card plugged into the full height riser card slot (j4f1).  3.2.1.3  pe1: one x4 pci express* bus segment  one x4 pci express* bus segment is directed through the esb-2. this pci express segment, pe1,  supports the optional active sas midplane iop as used in supported intel chassis for this server board.  3.2.1.4  pe2: one x4 pci express* bus segment  one x4 pci express* bus segment is directed through the esb-2. this pci express segment, pe2,  supports one x4 pci express segment to the proprietary intel ?  i/o expansion module mezzanine  connector (j3b1).   

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  34  3.2.1.5  pe4, pe5: two x4 pci express* bus segments  two x4 pci express* bus segments are directed through the mch. these pci express segments, pe4  and pe5, support one x8 or two x4 pci express segments to the low profile riser slot (j5b1).  3.2.1.6  pe6, pe7: two x4 pci express* bus segments  two x4 pci express* bus segments are directed through the mch. these pci express segments, pe6  and pe7, support one x8 or two x4 pci express segments to the full height riser slot (j4f1).  3.2.1.7  pci riser slots  the server board has two riser slots capable of supporting riser cards for both 1u and 2u system  configurations. because of board placement resulting in different pin orientations, and expanded  technology support associated with  the full-height riser, the riser slots are not the same and require  different riser cards.   the low profile riser slot (j5b1) utilizes a 98-pin connec tor. it is capable of supp orting one x8 (1u) or two  x4 (2u) low profile pci express* add-in cards. the x8 pci express* bus can support bus speeds of up to  20 gb/s. the following table provides the supported bus throughput for the given riser card used and the  number of add-in cards installed.   low profile riser   1 add-in card populated 2 add-in cards populated  1u ? 1 add-in card slot  x8 or x4  na  2u ? 2 add-in card slots  x4  x4    note:  there are no population rules for  installing a single low profile add-in  card in the 2u lp riser card; a  single add in card can be installed in either pci express* slot.  while each slot can accommodate a x8  card, each slot will only support x4 bus speeds.  the full height riser slot (j4f1) implements intel ?  adaptive slot technology. this 280-pin connector is  capable of supporting riser cards that meet either the pci-x* or pci express* technology specifications.  the following tables show the maximum bus speed supported with different add-in card populations for  each supported riser card.   full height pci-x*  (passive) riser    1 add-in card populated 2 add-in cards populated 3 add-in cards populated 1u ? 1 add-in card slot  up to 133mhz  na  na  2u ? 3 add-in card slots  up to 100mhz in top pci  slot  up to 100mhz using top  and middle slots  66mhz  note:  for the 2u pci-x* (passive) riser card, add-in cards should be installed starting with the top slot  first, followed by the middle, and th en the bottom. any add-in card popu lated in the bottom pci slot will  cause the bus to operate at 66mhz.      full height pci-x*  (active) riser    1 add-in card populated 2 add-in cards populated 3 add-in cards populated 2u ? 3 add-in card slots  up to  133mhz  up to 133mhz  up to 133mhz  note:  each pci slot on the 2u pci-x* (active) riser card operates on an independent pci bus. therefore,  using an add-in card that operates below 133mhz w ill not affect the bus speed  of the other pci slots. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  35     full height pci express*  riser    1 add-in card populated 2 add-in cards populated  3 add-in cards populated 1u ?  1 add-in card slot  x4 or x8  na  na  2u ? 3 add-in card slots  si ngle pcie*  x4 in either  slot or x8 in middle slot  or  pci-x* ? up to 133mhz in  bottom slot  single pcie* ? x4 in either  slot or x8 in middle slot  and  pci-x* ? up to 133mhz  or   dual pcie ? x4  dual pcie* ? x4  and   pci-x* ? up to 133mhz    3.2.2 serial ata support  the esb-2 has an integrated serial ata (sata) controller that supports independent dma operation on  six ports and supports data transfer rates of up to 3.0 gb/s.  the six sata ports on the server board are  numbered sata-0 thru sata-5. the sata ports can be enabled/disabled and/or configured by  accessing the bios setup utility during post.   3.2.2.1 intel ?  embedded server raid technology ii support   the onboard storage ca pability of this server boar d includes support for intel ?  embedded server raid  technology which provides three standard software  raid levels: data stripping (raid level 0), data  mirroring (raid level 1), and data stripping with mirroring (raid level 10).   for higher performance,  data stripping can be used to alleviate disk bottlenecks by taking advantage of the dual independent dma  engines that each sata port offers. data mirroring is used for data security. should a disk fail, a mirrored  copy of the failed disk is brought on-line. there is no loss of either pci resources (request/grant pair) or  add-in card slots.  with the addition of an optional  intel raid activation key, intel ?  embedded server raid technology is  also capable of providing fault tolerant data stripping (software raid level 5), such that if a sata hard  drive should fail, the lost data can be restored on a replacement drive from the other drives that make up  the raid 5 pack.  see figure 1. components & connector location diagram for the location of intel raid activation key  connector location.   note:  availability of the intel raid activation key to  support software raid 5 w ill be deferred until after  product launch of this server board.  intel ?  embedded server raid technology functionality requires the following items:  ?  intel ?  esb-2 io controller hub   ?  intel ?  embedded server raid technology option rom   ?  intel ?  application accelerator raid edition drivers, most recent revision  ?   at least two sata hard disk drives  intel ?  embedded server raid technology is not available in the following configurations:  ?   the sata controller in compatible mode  ?  intel ?  embedded server raid technology has been disabled   

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  36  3.2.2.2 intel ?  embedded server raid technology option rom  the intel ?  embedded server raid technology for sata option rom provides a pre-os user interface  for the intel ?  embedded server raid  technology implementation and pr ovides the ability for an intel ?   embedded server raid technology volume to be used as a boot disk as well as to detect any faults in  the intel ?  embedded server raid technology volume(s) attached to the intel ?  raid controller.  3.2.3  parallel ata (pata) support  the integrated ide controller of the esb-2 ich6 provides one ide channel. it redefines signals on the  ide cable to allow both host and target throttling of data and transfer rates of up to 100mb/s. for this  server board, the ide channel was designed to prov ide slim-line optical drive  support to the platform.  the bios initializes and supports atapi devices such as cdrom, cd-rw and dvd. the ide channel  is accessed through a single high density 44-pin connector ((j3g1) which provides both power and io  signals. the ata channel ca n be configured and enabled or disabl ed by accessing the bios setup utility  during post.  note:  the ide connector on this server board is not a standard 40 ide connector.  instead, this  connector has an additional 4 power pins over and above the standard 40 i/o pins.  the design intent of  this connector is to provide suppor t for a slim-line optical drive only.   3.2.4  usb 2.0 support  the usb controller functionality integrated into esb-2 provides the server board with the interface for up  to eight usb 2.0 ports. two external connectors are located on the back edge of the server board.  one  internal 2x5 header is provided, capable of supporting two optional usb 2.0 ports.   three usb ports are  routed through the bridge board connector providing optional usb support for a system control panel or  other usb requirements. an additional usb port is dedicated to the intel ?  remote management module  (intel ?  rmm) connector.  3.3 video support  the server board provides an ati* es1000 pci graphics accelerator, along with 16mb of video ddr  sdram and support circuitry for an embedded svga video sub-system. the ati es1000 chip contains  an svga video controller, clock generator, 2d engine, and ramdac in a 359-pin bga. one 4mx16x4  bank ddr sdram chip provides 16mb of video memory.   the svga sub-system supports a variety of modes, up to 1024 x 768 resolution in 8 / 16 / 32bpp modes  under 2d. it also supports both crt and lcd moni tors up to a 100 hz vertical refresh rate.   video is accessed using a standard 15-pin vga connector found on the back edge of the server board.  video signals are also made available through the 120-pin bridgeboard connector which provides signals  for an optional video connector to be present on the platform?s control panel. video is routed to both the  rear video connector and a control panel video connector.  video is present at both connectors  simultaneously and cannot be disabled at either connector individually.  hot plugging the video while the  system is still runnin g is supported.   on-board video can be disa bled using the bios setup utility or when  an add-in video card is installed.  system bios also provides the option for dual video operation when an add-in video card is configured in  the system. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  37   3.3.1.1 video modes  the ati es1000 chip supports all standard ibm* vga modes. the following table shows the 2d modes  supported for both crt and lcd.  table 5. video modes  2d video mode support  2d mode  refresh rate (hz)  8 bpp  16 bpp  32 bpp  640x480  60, 72, 75, 85, 90,  100, 120, 160, 200  supported supported supported  800x600  60, 70, 72, 75, 85,  90, 100, 120,160  supported supported supported  1024x768 60, 70, 72,  75,85,90,100  supported supported supported  1152x864 43,47,60,70,75,80,85 supported  supported  supported  1280x1024 60,70,74,75  supported  supported  supported  1600x1200 52  supported  supported  supported    3.3.1.2 video memory interface  the memory controller sub-system of the es1000 arbitrates requests from the direct memory interface,  the vga graphics controller, the drawing co-processor, the display controller, the video scalar, and the  hardware cursor. requests are se rviced in a manner that ensure s display integrity and maximum  cpu/co-processor drawing performance.  the server board supports a 16mb (4meg x 16-bit x 4 banks) ddr sdram device for video memory.  3.3.1.3 dual video  the bios supports single and dual video modes. the dual video mode is enabled by default.  ?   in single mode (dual monitor video = disabled), the on-board video controller is disabled when  an add-in video card is detected.  ?   in dual mode (on-board video = enabled, dual monitor video = enabled), the on-board video  controller is enabled a nd will be the primary video device.  the external vide o card will be  allocated resources and is considered the secondary video device. bios setup provides user  options to configure the feature as follows.    on-board video  enabled  disabled    dual monitor video  enabled  disabled  shaded if on-board video is set to "disabled"   

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  38    3.4  network interface controller (nic)   network interface support is provided from the built in dual gbe mac features of the esb-2 in  conjunction with the intel ?  82563eb compact physical layer transceiver (phy). together, they provide  the server board with support for dual lan ports designed for 10/100/1000 mbps operation.     the 82563eb device is based upon proven phy technology integrated into the intel ?  gigabit ethernet  controllers. the physical layer circuitry provides a standard ieee 802.3 ethernet interface for 1000base- t, 100base-tx, and 10base-t applications (802.3, 802.3u, and 802.3ab). the 82563eb device is  capable of transmitting and receiving data at rates of 1000 mbps, 100 mbps, or 10 mbps    each network interface controller (nic) drives two leds located on each network interface connector.  the link/activity led (to the right of the connector) indicates network connection when on, and  transmit/receive activity when blinking. the speed led (to the left of the connector) indicates 1000- mbps operation when amber, 100-mbps operation when green, and 10-mbps when off. the table below  provides an overview of the leds.  table 6. nic2 status led  led color  led state  nic state  off  10 mbps   green  100 mbps   green/amber (left)  amber 1000 mbps  on active connection   green (right)  blinking  transmit / receive activity     3.4.1 intel ?  i/o acceleration technology  intel ?  i/o acceleration technology moves network data more efficiently through dual-core intel ?  xeon ?   processor 5000 sequence-based servers for improved application responsiveness across diverse  operating systems and virtualized environments.  intel ?  i/oat improves network application  responsiveness by unleashing the power of dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5000 sequence through  more efficient network data movement and reduced system overhead.  intel multi-port network adapters  with intel ?  i/oat provide high-performance i/o for server consolidation and virtualization via stateless  network acceleration that seamlessly scales across multiple ports and virtual machines.  intel ?  i/oat  provides safe and flexible network acceleration through tight integration into popular operating systems &  virtual machine monitors, avoiding the support risks of 3rd-party network stacks and preserving existing  network requirements such as teaming and failover.  3.4.2 mac address definition  each intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal has four mac addresses assigned to it at the intel  factory. during the manufacturing process, each server board will have a white mac address sticker  placed on the board.  the sticker will display the mac address in both bar code and alpha numeric  formats. the printed mac address is assigned to nic 1 on the server board.  nic 2 is assigned the nic 1  mac address + 1.  two additional mac addresses are assigned to the baseboard management controller (bmc) embedded  in the esb-2. these mac addresses are used by the bmc?s embedded network stack to enable ipmi  remote management over lan. bmc lan channel 1 is assigned the nic1 mac address + 2, and bmc  lan channel 2 is assigned the nic1 mac address + 3. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  39 3.5 super i/o  legacy i/o support is provided by using a national semiconductor* pc87427 super i/o device. this chip  contains all of the necessary circuitry to support the following functions:  ?  gpios  ?  two serial ports  ?   keyboard and mouse support  ?  wake up control  ?   system health support  3.5.1.1 serial ports  the server board provides two serial ports: an external rj45 serial port, and an internal dh10 serial  header.  serial a is an optional port accessed through a 9-pin internal dh-10 header. a standard dh10 to db9  cable can be used to direct the serial a port to the rear of a chassis. the serial a interface follows the  standard rs232 pin-out as defined in the following table.  table 7. serial a header pin-out  pin  signal name serial port a header pin-out 1 dcd  2 dsr  3 rx  4 rts  5 tx  6 cts  7 dtr  8 ri  9 gnd      the rear rj45 serial b port is a fully functional serial port that can support any standard serial device.  using an rj45 connector for a seria l port allows direct support for  serial port concentrators, which  typically use rj45 connectors and are widely used in the high-density server market. for server  applications that use a serial concentrator to access the system management features of the server  board, a standard 8-pin cat-5 cable from the serial concentrator is plugged directly into the rear rj45  serial port.   to allow support for either of two serial port configuration standards, a jumper block located directly  behind the rear rj45 serial port must be configured appropriately according to the desired standard. for  serial concentrators that require a dcd signal, the jumper block must be configured with the serial port  jumper over pins 1 and 2. for serial concentrators that require a dsr signal (default), the jumper block  must be configured with the serial port jumper over pins 3 and 4. pin 1 on the jumper is identified by ? * ?.  note:  by default, the rear rj45 serial port is configured to support a dsr signal. this configuration is  compatible with the cisco* standard.  

 functional architecture  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  40  tp02303 j8a3 1-2: dcd to dtr 3-4: dsr to dtr (factory default) 2 4 3   figure 15. serial port configuration jumper location        for server applications that require a db9 serial connector, an 8-pin rj45-to-db9 adapter must be used.  the following table provides the pin-out required for the adapter to provide rs232 support. a standard  dh10-to-db9 cable and 8-pin rj45 to db9 dcd and dsr adapters are available from intel in the serial  port accessory kit, product code: axxrj45db92.  table 8. rear serial b port adapter pin-out  rj45 signal  abbreviation db9  1  request to send   rts  7  2  data terminal ready   dtr  4  3 transmitted data  td  3  4 signal ground  sgnd  5  5 ring indicator  ri  9  6 received data   rd  2  7  dcd or dsr   dcd/dsr  1 or 6 (see note)  8  clear to send  cts  8    note:  the rj45-to-db9 adapter should match the configuration of the serial device used. one of two pin- out configurations is used, depending on whether the serial device requires a dsr or dcd signal. the  final adapter configuration should also match the desired pin-out of the rj45 connector, as it can also be  configured to support either dsr or dcd.  3.5.1.2  floppy disk controller  the server board does not support a floppy disk controller (fdc) interface.  however, the system bios  does recognize usb floppy devices.  3.5.1.3  keyboard and mouse support  dual stacked ps/2 ports, located on the back edge of the server board, are provided for keyboard and  mouse support. either port can support a mouse or keyboard. neither port supports hot plugging.  pins   what happens at system reset?  1-2  serial port is configured for dcd to dtr   3-4  serial port is configured for dsr to dtr (default) 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  functional architecture  revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  41 3.5.1.4 wake-up control  the super i/o contains functionality that allows various events to power-on and power-off the system.  3.5.1.5  system health support  the super i/o provides an interface via gpios for bios and server management firmware to activate  the diagnostic leds, the fru fault indicator leds for processors, dimms, fans and the system status  led.  refer to figure 2. light guided diagnostic led location diagram for the location of the leds on  the baseboard.  the super i/o also provides pmw fan control to the system fans, monitors tach and presence signals for  the system fans and monitors baseboard and control panel temperature. 

 platform management  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  42  4. platform management  the platform management sub-system on the server board is based on the integrated baseboard  management controller (bmc) features of the esb-2.  the on board platform management subsystem  consists of communication buses, sensors, system bios, and server management firmware.  the  following diagram provides an overview of the server management bus (smbus) architecture used on  this server board.   see appendix b for onboard sensor data.  for more detailed platform management information, see the  intel ?  s5000 server board family  datasheet.    figure 16. smbus block diagram   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  43     5.  connector / header locations and pin-outs  5.1  board connector information  the following section provides deta iled information regardi ng all connectors, headers and jumpers on the  server board. table 9 lists all connector types available on the board and the corresponding reference  designators printed on the silkscreen.  table 9. board connector matrix  connector  quantity  reference designators  connector type  pin  count power supply  3  j3k4  j3k3  j1k1  cpu power  main power  p/s aux  8  24  5  cpu 2 j8g1, j5g1  cpu sockets 771  main memory  8  j7b1,j7b2,j8b1,j8b2,j8b3,j9b1,j9b2,  j9b3  dimm sockets  240  full height riser  1  j4f1  card edge  280  low profile riser  1  j5b1  card edge  98  bridge board  connector  1 j4g1  card edge  120  rmm 1 j1c5  mezzanine 120  rmm nic  1  j1b2  mezzanine  30  intel ?  i/o  expansion module  1 j3b1  mezzanine  50  sata raid key   1  j1e4  key holder  3  ide (i/o + power)  1  j3g1  shrouded  header  44  front system fans   #1 & #2  2 j3k1, j3k2  header  4  rear system fans  #3 & #4  2 j7a2, j7a1  header  4  cpu fans   2  j5k1, j9k1  header  4  battery 1 bt1j1  battery holder 3  keyboard/mouse 1 j9a1  ps2, stacked  12  rear usb  2  j5a1, j6a2  external  4  serial port a  1  j1b1  header  9  serial port b  1  j9a2  external, rj45  10  video connector  1  j6a1  external, d-sub  15  lan connector  10/100/1000  2  ja8a1, ja8a2  external lan  connector with  built-in magnetic  14  ssi control panel   1  j3h2  header  24  internal usb  1  j1j1  header  10  intrusion detect  2  j1c4  header  2  serial ata  6  j1h1,j1g2,j1g1,j1f2,j1f1,j1e3  header  7  lcp / aux ipmb  1  j1c2  header  4  ipmb 1 j1c3  header 3 

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  44  connector  quantity  reference designators  connector type  pin  count system recovery  setting jumpers  4  j1d1, j1d2,  j1d3,  j3h1  jumper  3    5.2 power connectors  the main power supply connection is obtained using an ssi compliant 2x12 pin connector (j3k3). in  addition, there are two additional power related connectors; one ssi compliant 2x4 pin power connector  (j3k4) providing support for additional 12v, and one ssi compliant 1x5 pin connector (j1k1) providing  i 2 c monitoring of the power supply. the following tables define the connector pin-outs.  table 10. power connector pin-out (j3k3)  pin  signal  color  pin  signal  color  1 +3.3vdc orange 13 +3.3vdc orange  2 +3.3vdc  orange 14 -12vdc  blue  3 gnd  black  15 gnd  black  4 +5vdc  red  16 ps_on#  green  5 gnd  black  17 gnd  black  6 +5vdc  red  18 gnd  black  7 gnd  black  19 gnd  black  8 pwr_ok  gray  20 rsvd_(-5v) white  9 5vsb  purple 21 +5vdc  red  10 +12vdc  yellow  22 +5vdc  red  11 +12vdc  yellow  23 +5vdc  red  12 +3.3vdc  orange 24 gnd  black  table 11. 12v power connector pin-out (j3k4)  pin  signal  color  1 gnd  black  2 gnd  black  3 gnd  black  4 gnd  black  5 +12vdc  yellow/black 6 +12vdc  yellow/black 7 +12vdc  yellow/black 8 +12vdc  yellow/black   table 12. power supply signal connector pin-out (j1k1)  pin  signal  color  1 smb_clk_esb_fp_pwr_r  orange  2 smb_dat_esb_fp_pwr_r  black  3 smb_alrt_3_esb_r  red  4 3.3v sense-  yellow  5 3.3v sense+  green   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  45 5.3 system mana gement headers  5.3.1 intel ?  remote management module (rmm) connector  a 120-pin intel ?  rmm connector (j1c5) is included on the server board for sole support of the optional  intel ?  remote management module.  there is no support for third party asmi cards on this server board.  note:  this connector is not compatible for use with intel ?  server management module professional  edition (product code axximmpro) or the intel ?  server management module advanced edition  (product code axximmadv).  table 13. intel ?  rmm connector pin-out (j1c5)  pin  signal name  pin signal name  1  reserved - nc  2  gnd  3 esb_plt_rst_g1_n 4  reserved - nc  5 gnd 6 reserved - nc  7  reserved - nc  8  gnd  9  reserved - nc  10 gnd  11 gnd 12 reserved - nc  13 gnd 14 irq_serial_r  15 usb_esb_p7p 16 gnd  17 usb_esb_p7n 18 gnd  19 gnd 20 reserved - nc  21 p3v3 22 reserved - nc  23 lpc_lad 24 gnd  25 lpc_lad 26 lpc_frame_n  27 p3v3 28 lpc_lad  29 lpc_lclk 30 lpc_lad  31 p3v3 32 p3v3  33 smb_1_3v3sb_ms_dat 34 smb_ipmb_3v3sb_dat  35 smb_1_3v3sb_sl_dat 36 smb_ipmb_3v3sb_clk  37 smb_1_3v3sb_ms_clk 38 smb_0_3v3sb_ms_clk  39 smb_1_3v3sb_int 40 smb_0_3v3sb_int  41 p3v3_aux 42 smb_0_3v3sb_ms_dat  43 spb_imm_dsr_n 44 smb_0_3v3sb_sl_dat  45 spb_imm_rts_n 46 p3v3_aux  47 spb_imm_cts_n 48 fm_imm_present_n  49 spb_imm_dcd_n 50 spb_imm_dtr_n  51 spb_ri_n 52 spb_imm_sin  53 spb_imm_sout 54 p3v3_aux  55 p3v3_aux 56 v_lcddata7  57 v_lcdcntl3 56 v_lcddata6  59 p3v3_aux 60 v_lcddata5  61  reserved - nc  62 v_lcddata4  63  reserved - nc  64 v_lcddata3  65 gnd 66 v_lcdcntl1  67 v_lcdcntl0 68 gnd  69  reserved - nc  70 v_lcddata15  71 gnd 72 v_lcddata714 

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  46  pin  signal name  pin signal name  73 v_lcddata23 74 v_lcddata13  75 v_lcddata22 76 v_lcddata12  77 v_lcddata21 78 v_lcddata11  79 v_lcddata20 80 gnd  81 v_lcddata19 82 v_lcdcntl2  83 gnd 84 v_dvo_ddc_sda  85 fm_man_lan_type1 86 v_dvo_ddc_scl  87 fm_man_lan_type1 88 rst_ps_pwrgd  89  reserved - nc  90 reserved - nc  91  reserved - nc  92 reserved - nc  93 mii_mdc_rmii_spare 94 reserved - nc  95 mii_col_rmiib_rxer 96 gnd  97 gnd 98 mii_crs_rmiib_crs  99 mii_txer_rmiib_txen 100 mii_txclk_rmiib_rxclk  101 mii_mdio_rmiib_present 102 gnd  103 gnd 104 mii_txd3_rmiib_txd1  105 mii_rxd3_rmiib_rxd1 106 mii_txd2_rmiib_txd0  107 mii_rxd2_rmiib_rxd0 108 gnd  109 gnd 110 mii_txd1_rmiia_txd1  111 mii_rxd1_rmiia_rxd1 112 mii_txd0_rmiia_txd0  113 mii_rxd0_rmiia_rxd0 114 gnd  115 gnd 116 mii_txen_rmiia_txen  117 mii_rxclk 118 mii_rxer_rmiia_txer  119 mii_rxdv_rmiia_crs 120 gnd    5.3.2 intel ?  rmm nic connector  the server board provides an internal 30-pin mezzanine style connector (j1b2) to accommodate a  proprietary form factor rmm nic module.  the following table details the pin-out of the rmm nic module  connector.  table 14. 30-pin intel ?  rmm nic module connector pin-out (j1b2)  pin  signal name  pin  signal name  1 fm_man_lan_type2  2  mii_mdc_rmii_spare  3 fm_man_lan_type1  4  mii_col_rmiib_rxer  5 gnd  6  gnd  7 mii_txclk_rmiib_rxclk 8  mii_txer_rmiib_txen  9 mii_crs_rmiib_crs  10 mii_mdio_rmiib_present  11 gnd  12  gnd  13 mii_txd2_rmiib_txd0  14  mii_rxd3_rmiib_rxd1  15 mii_txd1_rmiia_txd1  16  mii_rxd3_rmiib_rxd0  17 gnd  18  gnd  19 mii_txd3_rmiib_txd1  20  mii_rxd1_rmiia_rxd1  21 mii_txd0_rmiia_txd0  22  mii_rxd0_rmiia_rxd0  23 gnd  24  gnd  25 mii_txen_rmiia_txen  26  mii_rxclk  27 p3v3_aux  28  p3v3_aux  29 mii_rxer_rmiia_rxer  30  mii_rxdv_rmiia_crs 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  47   5.3.3  lcp/aux ipmb header  table 15. lpc/aux ipmb header pin-out (j1c2)  pin  signal name  description  1  smb_ipmb_5vsb_dat bmc imb 5v standby data line  2 gnd  ground  3  smb_ipmb_5vsb_clk bmc imb 5v standby clock line  4 p5v_stby  +5v standby power    5.3.4 ipmb header  table 16. ipmb header pin-out (j1c3)  pin  signal name  description  1  smb_ipmb_5vsb_dat bmc imb 5v standby data line  2 gnd    3  smb_ipmb_5vsb_clk bmc imb 5v standby clock line  5.4 riser card slots  the server board has two riser card slots. th e full height riser slot (j4f1) utilizes intel ?  adaptive slot  technology.  it is capable of supporting riser cards that support either the pci-x* or pci express* full  height / full length add-in cards. the low profile riser slot (j5b1) supports riser cards that support low  profile pci express* add-in cards. the following tables show the pin-out for these riser slots.  table 17. low-profile riser slot pin-out (j5b1)  pin side b  pci spec signal  pin side a pci spec signal  1 p12v 1    2 p12v 2  p12v  3 p12v 3  p12v  4 gnd 4  gnd  5 smb_pci3v3sb_clk 5  pd_lp_tck  6 smb_pci3v3sb_dat 6  pu_lp_tdi  7 gnd 7 fp_chassis_intru  8 p3v3 8 pu_lp_tms  9 pd_lptrst_n 9  p3v3  10 p3v3_aux 10  p3v3  11 pe_wake_n 11 pe_rst_lp_n  12 p3v3 12  gnd  13 gnd 13 clk_100m_lp_pcie_slot1_p  14  pe4_mch_txp_c         0 14  clk_100m_lp_pcie_slot1_n  15  pe4_mch_txn_c         0 15  gnd  16  gnd  16  pe4_mch_rxp         0  17    17  pe4_mch_rxn         0  18 gnd 18  gnd  19  pe4_mch_txp_c         1 19  p3v3 

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  48  pin side b  pci spec signal  pin side a pci spec signal  20  pe4_mch_txn_c         1 20  gnd  21  gnd  21  pe4_mch_rxp         1  22  gnd  22  pe4_mch_rxn         1  23  pe4_mch_txp_c         2 23  gnd  24  pe4_mch_txn_c        2 24  gnd  25  gnd  25  pe4_mch_rxp         2  26  gnd  26  pe4_mch_rxn         2  27  pe4_mch_txp_c         3 27  gnd  28  pe4_mch_txn_c         3 28  gnd  29  gnd  29  pe4_mch_rxp         3  30  p3v3  30  pe4_mch_rxn         3  31  31 gnd  32 gnd 32 clk_100m_lp_pcie_slot2_p  33  pe5_mch_txp_c         0 33  clk_100m_lp_pcie_slot2_n  34  pe5_mch_txn_c         0 34  gnd  35  gnd  35  pe5_mch_rxp         0  36  gnd  36  pe5_mch_rxn         0  37  pe5_mch_txp_c         1 37  gnd  38  pe5_mch_txn_c         1 38  gnd  39  gnd  39  pe5_mch_rxp         1  40  gnd  40  pe5_mch_rxn         1  41  pe5_mch_txp_c         2 41  gnd  42  pe5_mch_txn_c         2 42  gnd  43  gnd  43  pe5_mch_rxp         2  44  gnd  44  pe5_mch_rxn         2  45  pe5_mch_txp_c         3 45  gnd  46  pe5_mch_txn_c         3 46  gnd  47  gnd  47  pe5_mch_rxp         3  48  fm_lp_riser_type1  48  pe5_mch_rxn         3  49 fm_lp_riser_type0 49  gnd      table 18. full-height riser slot pin-out (j4f1)  pin-side b  pci spec signal pin-side a pci spec signal 140 12v  140 12v  139 12v  139 12v  138 ground  138 gnd  137 -12v  137 3.3vaux  136 12v  136 wake#  135 gnd  135 12v  134 refclk2+ 134 3.3v  133 refclk2+ 133 perst_n  132 gnd  132 gnd  131 gnd  131 refclk1+  130 hsop(0)  130 refclk1+  129 hson(0)  129 gnd 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  49 pin-side b  pci spec signal pin-side a pci spec signal 128 gnd  128 hsip(0)  127 gnd  127 hsin(0)  126 hsop(1)  126 gnd  125 hson(1)  125 gnd  124 gnd  124 hsip(1)  123 gnd  123 hsin(1)  122 hsop(2)  122 gnd  121 hson(2)  121 gnd  120 gnd  120 hsip(2)  119 gnd  119 hsin(2)  118 hsop(3)  118 gnd  117 hson(3)  117 gnd  116 gnd  116 hsip(3)  115 gnd  115 hsin(3)  114 hsop(4)  114 gnd  113 hson(4)  113 gnd  112 gnd  112 hsip(4)  111 gnd  111 hsin(4)  110 hsop(5)  110 gnd  109 hson(6)  109 gnd  108 gnd  108 hsip(5)  107 gnd  107 hsin(5)  106 hsop(6)  106 gnd  105 hson(6)  105 gnd  104 gnd  104 hsip(6)  103 gnd  103 hsin(6)  102 hsop(7)  102 gnd  101 hson(7)  101 gnd  100 gnd  100 hsip(7)  99 +5v  99 hsin(7)  98 intb#  98 gnd  97 intd#  97 zcr_prsnt_l 96 +5v  96 +5v  95 reserved 95 +5v  94 +5v  94 zcr_mskid_l  93 iop inta 93 +5v  92 iop intb 92 inta#  91 gnd  91 intc#  90 clk3  90 gnd  89 gnd  89 req3#  88 clk2  88 gnd  87 gnd  87 gnt3#  86 req2#  86 gnd  85 gnd  85 rst#  84 reserved 84 gnd  83 gnd  83 reserved   key   key 

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  50  pin-side b  pci spec signal pin-side a pci spec signal  key   key  82 reserved 82 +5v  81 gnd  81 reserved  80 clk1  80 gnd  79 ground  79 gnt2#  78 req1#  78 +3.3v  77 +3.3v  77 gnt1#  76 pme2#  76 ground  75 ad[31]  75 pme1#  74 ad[29]  74 pme3#  73 ground  73 ad[30]  72 ad[27]  72 +3.3v  71 ad[25]  71 ad[28]  70 +3.3v  70 ad[26]  69 c/be[3]# 69 ground  68 ad[23]  68 ad[24]  67 ground  67 rsvrd  66 ad[21]  66 +3.3v  65 ad[19]  65 ad[22]  64 +3.3v  64 ad[20]  63 ad[17]  63 ground  62 c/be[2]# 62 ad[18]  61 ground  61 ad[16]  60 irdy#  60 +3.3v  59 +3.3v  59 frame#  58 devsel# 58 ground  57 pci-xcap 57 trdy#  56 lock#  56 ground  55 perr#  55 stop#  54 +3.3v  54 +3.3v  53 serr#  53 smbd  52 +3.3v  52 smbclk  51 c/be[1]# 51 ground  50 ad[14]  50 par  49 ground  49 ad[15]  48 ad[12]  48 +3.3v  47 ad[10]  47 ad[13]  46 m66en  46 ad[11]  45 ground   45 ground  44 ground  44 ad[09]   43 ad[08]  43 c/be[0]#  42 ad[07]  42 +3.3v  41 +3.3v  41 ad[06]  40 ad[05]  40 ad[04]  39 ad[03]  39 ground  38 ground  38 ad[02]  37 ad[01]  37 ad[00] 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  51 pin-side b  pci spec signal pin-side a pci spec signal 36 +3.3v  36 +3.3v  35 ack64# 35 req64#  34 +5v  34 +5v  33 +5v  33 +5v  32 reserved 32 +5v  31 ground  31 c/be[7]#  30 c/be[6]# 30 c/be[5]#  29  c/be[4]#    29  ground  28 ground  28 par64  27 ad[63]  27 ad[62]  26 ad[61]  26 3.3v  25 3.3v  25 ad[60]  24 ad[59]  24 ad[58]  23 ad[57]  23 ground  22 ground  22 ad[56]  21 ad[55]  21 ad[54]  20 ad[53]  20 3.3v  19 ground  19 ad[52]  18 ad[51]  18 ad[50]  17 ad[49]  17 ground  16 3.3v  16 ad[48]  15 ad[47]  15 ad[46]  14 ad[45]  14 ground  13 ground  13 ad[44]  12 ad[43]  12 ad[42]  key   key   key   key   11 ad[41]  11 3.3v  10 ground  10 ad[40]  9 ad[39]  9 ad[38]  8 ad[37]  8 ground  7 3.3v  7 ad[36]  6 ad[35]  6 ad[34]  5 ad[33]  5 ground  4 ground 4 ad[32]  3 type1  3 pxh_rst_n  2 type0  2 ground  1 size  1 pxh_pwrok   

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  52    5.5  ssi control panel connector  the server board provides a 24-pin ssi control panel connector (j3h2) for use with non-intel chassis.  the following table provides the pin-out for this connector.  table 19. front panel ssi standard 24-pin connector pin-out (j3h2)  pin  signal name  pin  signal name  1 p3v3_stby  2 p3v3_stby  3 key  4 p5v_stby  5 fp_pwr_led_l  6 fp_id_led_l  7 p3v3  8 fp_status_led1_r  9 hdd_led_act_r  10 fp_status_led2_r  11 fp_pwr_btn_l  12 lan_act_a_l  13 gnd  14 lan_linka_l  15 reset button  16 ps_i2c_3vsb_sda  17 gnd   18 ps_i2c_3vsb_scl  19 fp_id_btn_l  20 fp_chassis_intru  21 temp_sensor  22 lan_act_b_l  23 fp_nmi_btn_l  24 lan_linkb_l    5.6  bridge board connector  for use in supported intel ?  server chassis, the server board provides a 120-pin high-density bridge  board connector (j4g1) to route control panel, mid-plane, and backplane signals from the server board to  the specified system board. the following table provides the pin-outs for this connector.  table 20. 120-pin bridgeboard connector pin-out (j4g1)  pin  signal name  pin  signal name  a1 smb_host_3v3_clk  b1 gnd  a2 smb_host_3v3_dat  b2 pe1_esb_txn_c  a3 fm_bridge_present_n b3 pe1_esb_txp_c  a4 gnd  b4 gnd  a5 pe1_esb_rxn_c  b5 pe_wake_n  a6 pe1_esb_rxp_c  b6 gnd  a7 gnd  b7 pe1_esb_txn_c  a8 fm_fan_d_prsnt6  b8 pe1_esb_txp_c   a9 gnd  b9 gnd   a10 pe1_esb_rxn_c  b10 fm_fan_d_prsnt5   a11 pe1_esb_rxp_c  b11 gnd   a12 gnd  b12 pe1_esb_txn_c   a13  fm_fan_d_prsnt4  b13  pe1_esb_txp_c    a14 gnd   b14 gnd  a15 pe1_esb_rxn_c  b15 rst_mp_pwrgd  a16 pe1_esb_rxp_c  b16 gnd  a17 gnd   b17 pe1_esb_txn_c  a18 fm_raid_present  b18 pe1_esb_txp_c 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  53 pin  signal name  pin  signal name  a19 gnd  b19 gnd  a20 pe1_esb_rxn_c  b20 fm_raid_mode  a21 pe1_esb_rxp_c  b21 gnd  a22 gnd  b22 clk_100m_srlake_n  a23 fm_fan_d_prsnt1  b23 clk_100m_srlake_p  a24 fm_fan_d_prsnt3  b24 gnd  a25 fm_fan_d_prsnt2  b25 sgpio_dataout1_r  a26 gnd  b26 sgpio_dataout0_r  a27 usb_esb_p4p  b27 sgpio_load_r  a28 usb_esb_p4n  b28 sgpio_clock_n  a29 gnd  b29 gnd  a30 usb_esb_oc_n  b30 usb_esb_p2p  a31 usb_esb_oc_n  b31 usb_esb_p2n  a32 gnd  b32 gnd  a33 usb_esb_p3p  b33 usb_esb_oc_n  a34 usb_esb_p3n  b34 nic1_link_led_n  a35 gnd  b35 nic1_act_led_n  a36 fp_nmi_btn_n  b36 led_status_green_r1  key key  a37 bmc_rst_btn_n  b37 nic2_link_led_n  a38 fp_pwr_btn_n  b38 nic2_act_led_n  a39 fp_id_btn  b39 led_status_amber_r1  a40 gnd  b40 gnd  a41 smb_ipmb_ 5vsb_sda  b41 smb_sn_3v3sb_dat_buf  a42 smb_ipmb_ 5vsb_clk  b42 smb_sn_3v3sb_clk_buf  a43 gnd  b43 gnd  a44 led_ hdd_activity_n b44 v_io_hsync2_buf_fp  a45 p3v3  b45 v_io_vsync2_buf_fp  a46 fp_pwr_led_n_r   b46 gnd  a47 p3v3_stby  b47 v_io_blue_conn_fp  a48 fp_id_led_r1_n  b48 v_io_green_conn_fp  a49 fm_sio_temp_sensor b49 v_io_red_conn_fp  a50 led_fan3_fault  b50 gnd  a51 led_fan2_fault  b51 led_fan10_fault  a52 led_fan1_fault  b52 led_fan5_fault  a53 fan_pwm_cpu1  b53 led_fan4_fault  a54 gnd  b54 fan_io_pwm  a55 fan_pwm_cpu2  b55 gnd  a56 pci_fan_tach9  b56 pci_fan_tach10  a57 fan_tach7  b57 fan_tach8  a58 fan_tach5  b58 fan_tach6  a59 fan_tach3_h7  b59 fan_tach4_h7  a60 fan_tach1_h7  b60 fan_tach2_h7   

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  54    5.7  i/o connector pin-out definition  5.7.1 vga connector  the following table details the pin-out definition of the vga connector (j6a1).  table 21. vga connector pin-out (j6a1)  pin  signal name  description  1  v_io_r_conn  red (analog color signal r)  2  v_io_g_conn  green (analog color signal g)  3  v_io_b_conn  blue (analog color signal b)  4 tp_vid_conn_b4  no connection  5 gnd  ground  6 gnd  ground  7 gnd  ground  8 gnd  ground  9 tp_vid_conn_b9  no connection  10 gnd  ground  11 tp_vid_conn_b11  no connection  12 v_io_ddcdat  ddcdat  13  v_io_hsync_conn  hsync (horizontal sync)  14  v_io_vsync_conn  vsync (vertical sync)  15 v_io_ddcclk  ddcclk    5.7.2 nic connectors  the server board provides two rj45 nic connectors oriented side by side on the back edge of the board  (ja8a1, ja8a2). the pin-out for each connector is identical and is defined in the following table.  table 22. rj-45 10/100/1000 nic connector pin-out (ja8a1, ja8a2)  pin  signal name  1 gnd  2 p1v8_nic  3 nic_a_mdi3p  4 nic_a_mdi3n  5 nic_a_mdi2p  6 nic_a_mdi2n  7 nic_a_mdi1p  8 nic_a_mdi1n  9 nic_a_mdi0p  10 nic_a_mdi0n  11 (d1)  nic_linka_1000_n (led  12 (d2)  nic_linka_100_n (led)  13 (d3)  nic_act_led_n   14 nic_link_led_n  15 gnd  16 gnd 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  55   5.7.3 ide connector  the server board includes an ide connector to access the single ide channel from the esb-2 io  controller hub.  the design intent fo r this connector is to provide ide  support for a single  slim-line optical  drive, such as cdrom or dvd.  the connector is not a standard 40-pin ide connector, instead it has 44  pins providing support for both power and io signals. the pin-out for this connector is defined in the  following table.   table 23. 44-pin ide connector pin-out (j3g1)  pin  signal name  pin  signal name  1 esb_plt_rst_ide_n 2 gnd  3 ride_dd_7  4 ride_dd_8  5 ride_dd_6  6 ride_dd_9  7 ride_dd_5  8 ride_dd_10  9 ride_dd_4  10 ride_dd_11  11 ride_dd_3  12 ride_dd_12  13 ride_dd_2  14 ride_dd_13  15 ride_dd_1  16 ride_dd_14  17 ride_dd_0  18 ride_dd_15  19 gnd  20 key  21 ride_ddreq  22 gnd  23 ride_diow_n  24 gnd  25 ride_dior_n  26 gnd  27 ride_piordy  28 gnd  29 ride_ddack_n  30 gnd  31 irq_ide  32 tp_pide_32  33 ride_da1  34 ide_pri_cblsns  35 ride_da0  36 ride_da2  37 ride_dcs1_n  38 ride_dcs3_n  39 led_ide_n  40 gnd  41 p5v  42 p5v  43 gnd  44 gnd    5.7.4 intel ?  i/o expansion module connector  the server board provides an internal 50-pin mezzanine style connector (j3b1) to accommodate  proprietary form factor intel ?  i/o expansion modules, which expand th e io capabilities of the server board  without sacrificing an add-in slot from the riser cards. there are three planned io modules for use on this  server board: external 4 port sas, dual gb nic, and infiniband*.  for more detail on the supported io  modules, please refer to the  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal io module hardware  specification . the following table details the pin-out of the intel ?  i/o expansion module connector. 

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  56    table 24. 50-pin intel ?  i/o expansion module connector pin-out (j3b1)  pin  signal name  pin  signal name  1 p3v3_aux  2  p3v3_aux  3 pe_rst_g2_pm_n  4  gnd  5 gnd  6  pe2_esb_rxp_c  7 gnd  8  pe2_esb_rxn_c  9 pe2_esb_txp_c  10 gnd  11 pe2_esb_txn_c  12  gnd  13 gnd  14  pe2_esb_rxp_c  15 gnd  16  pe2_esb_rxn_c  17 pe2_esb_txp_c  18  gnd  19 pe2_esb_txn_c  20  gnd  21 gnd  22  pe2_esb_rxp_c  22 gnd  24  pe2_esb_rxn_c  25 pe2_esb_txp_c  26  gnd  27 pe2_esb_txn_c  28  gnd  29 gnd  30  pe2_esb_rxp_c  31 gnd  32  pe2_esb_rxn_c  33 pe2_esb_txp_c  34  gnd  35 pe2_esb_txn_c  36  gnd  37 gnd  38  clk_100m_lp_pcie_slot3_p  39 gnd  40  clk_100m_lp_pcie_slot3_n  41 pe_wake_n  42  gnd  43 p3v3  44  p3v3  45 p3v3  46  p3v3  47 p3v3  48  p3v3  49 p3v3  50  p3v3    5.7.5 sata connectors  the server board provides six sata (serial ata) connectors: sata-0 (j1h1), sata-1 (j1g2), sata-2  (j1g1), sata-3 (j1f2), sata-4 (j1f1), and sata-5 (j1e3), for use with an internal sata backplane.  the pin configuration for each connector is identical and is defined in the following table.  table 25. sata connector pin-out (j1h1, j1g2, j1g1, j1f2, j1e3)  pin  signal name  description  1 gnd  gnd1  2  sata#_tx_p_c  positive side of transmit differential pair  3  sata#_tx_n_c  negative side of  transmit differential pair  4 gnd  gnd2  5  sata#_rx_n_c  negative side of receive differential pair  6  sata#_rx_p_c  positive side of receive differential pair  7 gnd  gnd3   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  57 5.7.6 serial port connectors  the server board provides one external rj45 serial ?b ? port (j9a2) and one internal 9-pin serial ?a? port  header (j1b1). the following tables define the pin-outs for each.  table 26. external rj-45 serial ?b? port pin-out (j9a2)  pin  signal name  description  1  spb_rts  rts (request to send)  2  spb_dtr  dtr (data terminal ready)  3  spb_out_n  txd (transmit data)  4 gnd  ground  5  spb_ri  ri (ring indicate)  6  spb_sin_n  rxd (receive data)  7 spb_dsr _dcd  data set ready / data carrier detect  1   8  spb_cts  cts (clear to send)  note:  1  a jumper block on the server board will determine whether dsr or dcd is routed to pin 7. the  board will have the jumper block configured with dsr enabled at production.  table 27. internal 9-pin serial ?a? header pin-out (j1b1)  pin  signal name  description  1 spa_dcd  dcd (carrier detect)  2  spa_dsr  dsr (data set ready)  3  spa_sin_l  rxd (receive data)  4  spa_rts  rts (request to send)  5  spa_sout_n  txd (transmit data)  6  spa_cts  cts (clear to send)  7  spa_dtr  dtr (data terminal ready)  8  spa_ri  ri (ring indicate)  9 gnd  ground    5.7.7  keyboard and mouse connector  two stacked ps/2 ports (j9a1) are provided to support both a keyboard and a mouse. either ps/2 port  can support a mouse or keyboard. the following table details the pin-out of the ps/2 connector.  table 28. stacked ps/2 keyboard and mouse port pin-out (j9a1)  pin  signal name  description  1 kb_data_f  keyboard data  2  tp_ps2_2  test point ? keyboard  3 gnd  ground  4  p5v_kb_f  keyboard / mouse power  5 kb_clk_f  keyboard clock  6  tp_ps2_6  test point ? keyboard / mouse  7 ms_dat_f  mouse data  8  tp_ps2_8  test point ? keyboard / mouse  9 gnd  ground 

 connector / header locations and pin-outs  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  58  pin  signal name  description  10  p5v_kb_f  keyboard / mouse power  11 ms_clk_f  mouse clock  12  tp_ps2_12  test point ? keyboard / mouse  13 gnd  ground  14 gnd  ground  15 gnd  ground  16 gnd  ground  17 gnd  ground    5.7.8  usb 2.0 connectors  the following table details the pin-out of the external usb connectors (j5a1, j6a2) found on the back  edge of the server board.  table 29. external usb connector pin-out (j5a1, j6a2)  pin  signal name  description  1 usb_oc#_fb_1  usb_pwr  2  usb_p#n_fb_2  datal0 (differential data line paired with datah0)  3  usb_p#n_fb_2  datah0 (differential data line paired with datal0)  4 gnd  ground    one 2x5 header on the server board (j1j1) provides an option to support an additional two usb 2.0 ports.  the pin-out of the connector is detailed in the following table.  table 30. internal usb connector pin-out (j1j1)  pin  signal name  description  1  p5v_usb2_vbus0  usb power (ports 0,1)  2  p5v_usb2_vbus1  usb power (ports 0,1)  3  usb_esb_p0n_conn usb port 0 negative signal  4  usb_esb_p1n_conn usb port 0 positive signal  5  usb_esb_p0p_conn usb port 1 negative signal  6  usb_esb_p1p_conn usb port 1 positive signal  7 ground    8 ground    9 -- no pin  10 tp_usb_esb_nc test point   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  connector / header locations and pin-outs    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  59   5.8 fan headers  the server board incorporates three system fan circuits which support a total of six ssi compliant 4-pin  fan connectors. two fan connectors are designated as processor cooling fans, cpu1 fan (j9k1) and  cpu2 fan (j5k1). these connectors can support cpu fans that draw a maximum of 1.2 amps each.   two system fan connectors can be found towards the front edge of the server board, system fan 1  (j3k1), system fan 2 (j3k2). these connectors are capable of supporting a maximum fan load of 3.5  amps each.  two additional system fan connectors can be found near the back edge of the server board,  system fan 3(j7a1) and system fan 4 (j7a2).  these two connectors are capable of supporting a  maximum fan load of 2.5 amps per connector.   with the proper sensor data record (sdr) installed,  server management software can monitor all system fans in use.  the pin configuration for each fan connector is identical and is defined in the following table.  table 31. ssi fan connector pin-out (j9k1,j5k1,j3k1,j3k2,j7a2,j7a1)  pin  signal name  type  description  1  ground  gnd  ground is the power supply ground  2  12v  power  power supply 12v  3  fan tach  out  fan_tach signal is connected to the bmc to monitor the fan speed   4  fan pwm  in  fan_pwm signal to control fan speed      note : intel corporation server baseboards support peripheral components and contain a number of high- density vlsi and power delivery components that need adequate airflow to cool. intel?s own chassis are  designed and tested to meet the intended thermal requirements of these components when the fully  integrated system is used together. it is the responsi bility of the system integrator that chooses not to use  intel developed server building blocks to consult vendor datasheets and operating parameters to  determine the amount of air flow required for their specific application and environmental conditions.  intel  corporation can not be held responsible if components fail or the server board does not operate correctly  when used outside any of their published operating or non-operating limits     

 jumper block settings  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  60  6. jumper block settings  the server board has several 2-pin and 3-pin jumper blocks that can be used to configure, protect, or  recover specific features of the server board. pin 1 on each jumper block is denoted by an ?*? or ?  ?.  6.1  recovery jumper blocks  table 32. recovery jumpers (j1d1, j1d2, j1d3)   jumper name  pins   what happens at system reset?  1-2  bmc firmware force update mode ? disabled  (default)   j1d1: bmc force  update  2-3  bmc firmware force update mode ? enabled  1-2  these pins should have a jumper in pl ace for normal system operation.   (default)   j1d2: password  clear  2-3  if these pins are jumpered, administrator and user passwords will be cleared  immediately. these pins should  not  be jumpered for normal operation.  1-2  these pins should have a jumper in pl ace for normal system operation.   (default)   j1d3: cmos  clear  2-3   if these pins are jumpered, the cmos setting s will be cleared immediately. these pins  should  not  be jumpered for normal operation    tp02080 3 2 password reset j1d2 j1d3 3 2 clear cmos bmc force update mode 3 2 j1d1 disable enable   figure 17.  recovery jumper blocks (j1d1, j1d2, j1d3) 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  jumper block settings    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  61 6.1.1  cmos clear and password reset usage procedure  the cmos clear (j1d3) and password reset (j1d2) recovery features are designed so that the desired  operation can be achieved with minimal system down time. the usage procedure for these two features  has changed from previous generation intel ?  server boards.  the following procedure outlines the new  usage model.  cmos clear procedure:  1.  power down the server; do not remove ac power.  2.  open the server and move the jumper from the default operating position (pins1-2) to the ?clear?  position (pins 2-3).  3. wait 5 seconds.  4.  move the jumper back to the default position (pins 1-2).  5.  close the server system and power up the server.  6.  cmos is now cleared and can be reset by going into the bios setup.  password reset procedure:  1.  power down the server; do not remove ac power.  2.  open the server and move the jumper from the default operating position (pins1-2) to the ?reset?  position (pins 2-3).  3.  power up the server.  4.  the password is now cleared.  5.  power down the server; do not remove ac power.  6.  move the jumper back to the default position (pins 1-2) and close the server system.  7.  the password can be reset by going into the bios setup.  note:  removing ac power before perf orming the cmos clear operation will cause the system to  automatically power up and immediately power down, after the procedure is followed and ac power is re- applied. should this occur, remove the ac power cord again, wait 30 seconds, and re-install the ac  power cord. power up system and proceed to the  bios setup utility to  reset desired settings.  6.1.2  bmc force update procedure  when performing a standard  bmc firmware update procedure, the  update utility places the bmc into an  update mode, allowing the firmware to load safely onto the flash device. in the unlikely event that the  bmc firmware update process fails due to the bmc not being in the proper update state, the server board  provides a bmc force update jumper  (j1d1) which will force the bmc into  the proper update state.  the  following procedure should be following in the event the standard bmc firmware update process fails.   ?   power down the server and remove ac power.  ?   open the server and move the jumper from the default operating position (pins1-2) to the  ?enabled? position (pins 2-3).  ?   close the server system and reconnect ac power and power up the server.  ?   perform the standard bmc firmware update procedure as documented in readme.txt file that  is included in the given bmc firmware update package.  ?   after successful completion of the firmware  update process, the firmware update utility may  generate an error stating that th e bmc is still in update mode.   ?   power down and remove ac power.  ?   open the server and move the jumper from the ?enabled? position (pins 2-3) to the ?disabled?  position (pins 1-2).  ?   close the server system and reconnect ac power and power up the server. 

 jumper block settings  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  62  note:  normal bmc functionality is disabled with the force bmc update jumper set to the ?enabled?  position. the server should never be run with the bmc force update jumper set in this position and should  only be used when the standard firmware update process fails. this jumper should remain in the default ?  disabled position when the server is running normally.   6.2  bios select jumper  the jumper block at j3h1, located just to the left of the ssi control panel header, is used to select which  bios image the system will boot to. pin 1  on the jumper is identified with a ?  ?. this jumper should only  be moved if you wish to force the bios to boot to the secondary bank which may hold a different version  of bios.    the rolling bios feature of the base board will automatically alternate  the boot bios to the secondary  bank in the event the bios image in the primary bank is corrupted and cannot boot for any reason.  tp02305 j3h1 2 3 2 3 1-2: force bios to bank 0 2-3: system is configured for normal operation (factory default)   figure 18. bios select jumper (j3h1)  pins   what happens at system reset?  1-2  force bios to bank 0  2-3  system is configured for normal operation  (default)   note:  when performing a bios update procedure, the bios select jumper must be set to its default  position (pins 2-3). 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  jumper block settings    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  63 6.3  external rj45 serial port jumper block  the jumper block j8a3, located directly behind the external rj45 serial port, is used to configure either a  dsr or a dcd signal to the connector.   tp02303 j8a3 1-2: dcd to dtr 3-4: dsr to dtr (factory default) 2 4 3   figure 19. external rj45 serial port configuration jumper 

 light guided diagnostics  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  64    7. light guided diagnostics  the server board has several on-board diagnostic leds to assist in troubleshooting board level issues.   this section shows where each led is located and provides a high level usage description.  for a more  detailed description of what drives the diagnostic led operation, refer to the  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets  server board family datasheet.     7.1  5-volt standby led   several server management features of this server board require that a 5 volt stand-by voltage be  supplied from the power supply. some of the features and components that require this voltage be  present when the system is ?off? include the bmc within the esb-2, onboard nics, and optional intel ?   rmm.   the led located just below the system recovery jump er block labeled ?5v stby? is illuminated when ac  power is applied to the platform and 5 volt standby voltage is supplied to the server board by the power  supply.   tp02307   figure 20. 5v standby status led location 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  light guided diagnostics    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  65 7.2  system id led a nd system status led  the server board provides leds for both system id and system status.    tp02309 id led status led   figure 21. system id led and system status led locations.  the blue ?system id? led can be illumina ted using either of two mechanisms.   ?   by pressing the system id button on the system  control panel the id led  will display a solid blue  color, until the button is pressed again.  ?   by issuing the appropriate hex ipmi ?chassis identify? value, the id led will either blink blue for  15 seconds and turn off or will b link indefinitely until the appropria te hex ipmi chassis identify  value is issued to turn it off.    

 light guided diagnostics  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  66    the bi-color system status led will operate as follows:    color  state  criticality  description  off  n/a  not ready  ac power off  green /  amber  alternating  blink  not ready  pre dc power on ? 15-20 seco nd bmc initialization when ac is  applied to the server. control panel buttons are disabled until bmc  initialization is complete.  green  solid on  system ok  system booted and ready.   green blink   degraded  system degraded  ?   unable to use all of the installed memory (more than one  dimm installed).  ?   correctable errors over a threshold of 10 and migrating to a  spare dimm (memory sparing). this indicates that the user  no longer has spared dimms indicating a redundancy lost  condition. corresponding dimm led should light up.  ?   in mirrored configuration,  when memory mirroring takes  place and system loses memory redundancy. this is not  covered by (2).  ?   redundancy loss such as power-supply or fan. this does  not apply to non-redundant sub-systems.  ?   pci-e link errors  ?   cpu failure / disabled ? if there are two processors and one  of them fails  ?   fan alarm ? fan failure. number of operational fans should  be more than minimum number needed to cool the system  ?   non-critical threshold crossed ? temperature and voltage   ?   chassis intrusion events, including lost lan connection   amber  blink  non-critical  non-fatal alarm ? system is likely to fail  ?   critical voltage threshold crossed  ?   vrd hot asserted  ?   minimum number of fans to co ol the system not present or  failed  ?   in non-sparing and non-mirrorin g mode if the threshold of  ten correctable errors is crossed within the window  amber  solid on  critical, non- recoverable  fatal alarm ? system has failed or shutdown  ?   dimm failure when there is one dimm present, no good  memory present  ?   run-time memory uncorrectable error in non-redundant  mode  ?   ierr signal asserted  ?   processor 1 missing  ?   temperature (cpu thermtrip,  memory temphi, critical  threshold crossed)  ?   no power good ? power fault  ?   processor configuration error (for instance, processor  stepping mismatch)      7.2.1  system status led ? bmc initialization  when the ac power is first applied to the system and 5v-stby is present, the bmc controller on the  server board requires  15-20 seconds to initialize.  during this time, the system status led will blink,  alternating between amber and green, and the power button functionality of the control panel is disabled  preventing the server from powering up.  once bmc  initialization has completed, the status led will stop  blinking and the power button functionality is restored and can be used to turn on the server.    

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  light guided diagnostics    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  67 7.3  dimm fault leds  the server board provides a memory  fault led for each dimm slot.   the dimm fault led is illuminated  when the system bios disables the specified dimm after it reaches a specified number of given failures  or if specific critical dimm failures are detected. see the  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets server board  family datasheet  for more details.      tp02310   figure 22. dimm fault led locations    7.4  processor fault led  the server board provides a processor fault led fo r each of the two proces sor sockets. these leds will  illuminate when a cpu is disabled or a cp u configuration error is detected.    tp02311 cpu 2 cpu 1   figure 23. processor fault led location 

 light guided diagnostics  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  68    7.5  post code diagnostic leds  during the system boot process, bios executes a number of platform configuration processes, each of  which is assigned a specific hex post code number. as each configuration routine is started, bios will  display the given post code to the post code diagnostic leds found on the back edge of the server  board.  to assist in troubleshooting a system hang during the post process, the diagnostic leds can be  used to identify the last post process to be executed.  see appendix c for a complete description of  how these leds are read, and for a list of all supported post codes.  tp02312   figure 24. post code diagnostic led location   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  power and environmental specifications    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  69   8.  power and environmental specifications  8.1  intel? server board s5 000pal / s5000xal design  specifications  operation of the server board at conditions beyond those shown in the following table may cause  permanent damage to the system.  exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods  may affect system reliability.  table 33: server board design specifications  operating temperature   0o c to 55o c  1  (32o f to 131o f)  non-operating temperature  -40o c  to 70o c (-40o f to 158o f)  dc voltage   5% of all nominal voltages  shock (unpackaged)  trapezoidal, 50 g, 170 inches/sec  shock (packaged)    < 20 lbs   20 to < 40   40 to < 80   80 to < 100   100 to < 120  120   36 inches  30 inches  24 inches  18 inches  12 inches  9 inches  vibration (unpackaged)  5 hz to 500 hz  3.13 g rms random  note:  1  chassis design must provide proper airflow to avoid exceeding the dual-core intel ?  xeon ?   processor 5000 sequence maximum case temperature.    disclaimer note : intel corporation server boards support add-in peripherals and contain a number of  high-density vlsi and power delivery components that need adequate airflow to cool. intel ensures  through its own chassis development and testing that when intel server building blocks are used together,  the fully integrated system will me et the intended thermal requirement s of these components. it is the  responsibility of the system integr ator who chooses not to use intel  developed server building blocks to  consult vendor datasheets and operating parameters to determine the amount of air flow required for their  specific application and environmental conditions. intel corporation cannot be held responsible, if  components fail or the server board does not operate correctly when used outside any of their published  operating or non-operating limits.   

 power and environmental specifications  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  70  8.2  server board power requirements   this section provides power supply design guidelines for a system using the intel? server board  s5000pal / s5000xal, including voltage and current specifications, and power supply on/off sequencing  characteristics.  the following diagram shows the power distribution implemented on this server board.   figure 25. power distribution block diagram  8.2.1 processor power support  the server board supports the thermal design point (tdp) guideline for dual-core intel ?  xeon ?   processors 5000 sequence. the flexible motherboard guidelines (fmb) has also been followed to help  determine the suggested thermal and current design values for anticipating future processor needs. the  following table provides maximum values for icc, tdp power and t case  for the dual-core intel ?  xeon ?   processor 5000 sequence family.  table 34. dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processor 5000 sequence tdp guidelines per processor  tdp power  max tcase  icc max  130 w  70o c  150 a    note:  these values are for reference only. the  dual-core intel ?   xeon ?  processor 5000 sequence  datasheet  contains the actual specifications for the processor. if the values found in the  dual-core intel ?   xeon ?  processor 5000 sequence datasheet  are different than those published here, the  dual-core intel ?   xeon ?  processor 5000 sequence datasheet  values will supersede these, and should be used. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  power and environmental specifications    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  71 8.2.2  power supply output requirements  this section is for reference purposes only.  its intent is to provide guidance to system designers for  determining a proper power supply for use with this server board. the contents of this section specify the  power supply requirements intel used to develop a power supply for its 1u server platform.    the combined power of all outputs shall not exceed the rated output power of the power supply.  the  power supply must meet both static and dynamic voltage regulation requirements for the minimum  loading conditions.  table 35. 600w load ratings  voltage  minimum  continuous  maximum  continuous  peak  +3.3 v  1.5 a  10 a    +5 v  1.0 a  20 a    +12 v1  0.5 a  16 a  18 a  +12 v2  0.5 a  16 a  18 a  +12 v3  0.5 a  16 a    +12 v4  0.5 a  16 a    -12 v  0 a  0.5 a    +5 vsb  0.1 a  3.0 a  3.5 a  1.  maximum continuous total dc output power should not exceed 600w.  2.  peak load on the combined 12 v output shall not exceed 49a.  3.  maximum continuous load on the combined 12 v output shall not exceed 44a.  4.  peak total dc output power should not exceed 650w.  5.  peak power and current loading shall be supported for a minimum of 12 seconds.  6.  combined 3.3v and 5v power shall not exceed 100w.    8.2.3  turn on no load operation  at power on the system shall present a no load condition to the power supply.  in this no load state the  voltage regulation limits for the 3.3v and 5v are relaxed to +/-10% and the +12v rails relaxed to +10/-8%.   when operating loads are applied the voltages must regulated to there normal limits.    table 36:   no load operating range  voltage  minimum  continuous  maximum  continuous  peak  +3.3 v  0 a  7 a    +5 v  0 a  5 a    +12 v1  0 a  5 a  7 a  +12 v2  0 a  5 a  7 a  +12 v3  0 a  6 a    +12 v4  0 a  5 a    -12 v  0 a  0.5 a    +5 vsb  0.1 a  3.0 a  3.5 a   

 power and environmental specifications  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  72    8.2.4 grounding  the grounds of the pins of the power supply output connector provide the power return path.  the output  connector ground pins shall be connected to safety ground (power supply enclosure).  this grounding  should be well designed to ensure passing the maximum allowed common mode noise levels.   the power supply shall be provided with a reliable prot ective earth ground. all secondary circuits shall be  connected to protective earth ground. resistance of the ground returns to chassis shall not exceed 1.0  m  . this path may be used  to carry dc current.   8.2.5 standby outputs   the 5vsb output shall be present when an ac input greater than the power supply turn on voltage is  applied.   8.2.6  remote sense    the power supply has remote sense return (returns) to regulate out ground drops for all output voltages:  +3.3v, +5v, +12v1, +12v2, +12v3, -12v, and 5vsb.  the power supply uses remote sense (3.3vs) to  regulate out drops in the system for the +3.3v output.  the +5v, +12v1, +12v2, +12v3, ?12v and 5vsb  outputs only use remote sense referenced to the returns signal.  the remote sense input impedance to  the power supply must be greater than 200    on 3.3vs and 5vs; this is the value of the resistor  connecting the remote sense to the output voltage internal to the power supply.  remote sense must be  able to regulate out a minimum of a 200 mv drop on the +3.3v output.  the remote sense return  (returns) must be able to regulate out a minimum of a 200 mv drop in the power ground return.  the  current in any remote sense line shall be less than 5 ma to prevent voltage sensing errors.  the power  supply must operate within specification over the full range of voltage drops from the power supply?s  output connector to the remote sense points.  8.2.7 voltage regulation  the power supply output voltages must stay within the following voltage limits when operating at steady  state and dynamic loading conditions.  these limits include the peak-peak ripple/noise.  table 37. voltage regulation limits  parameter  tolerance  min  nom  max  units  + 3.3v  - 5% / +5%  +3.14  +3.30  +3.46  v rms   + 5v  - 5% / +5%  +4.75  +5.00  +5.25  v rms   + 12v1,2,3,4  - 5% / +5%  +11.40  +12.00  +12.60  v rms   - 12v  - 5% / +9%  -10.80  -12.00  -13.20  v rms   + 5vsb  - 5% / +5%  +4.75  +5.00  +5.25  v rms    

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  power and environmental specifications    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  73   8.2.8 dynamic loading  the output voltages shall remain wi thin limits for the step loading and  capacitive loading specified in the  table below.  the load transient repetition rate shall be tested between 50 hz and 5 khz at duty cycles  ranging from 10%-90%.  the load transient repetition rate is only a test specification.  the    step load  may occur anywhere within the min load to the max load conditions.  table 38. transient load requirements  output    step load size  (see note 2)  load slew rate  test capacitive load  +3.3v 5.0a  0.25 a/  sec 250   f  +5v 6.0a  0.25 a/  sec 400   f  12v1+12v2+12v3+12 v4   28.0a  0.25 a/  sec 2200   f  1,2   +5vsb 0.5a  0.25 a/  sec 20   f  notes:   1) step loads on each 12v output may happen simultaneously.   2) the +12v should be tested with 2200  f evenly split between the four +12v rails.      8.2.9 capacitive loading  the power supply shall be stable and meet all requirements with the following capacitive loading ranges.  table 39. capacitive loading conditions  output  min  max  units  +3.3v 250 6,800   f  +5v 400 4,700   f  +12v1,2,3,4 500 each  11,000   f  -12v 1  350   f  +5vsb 20  350   f    8.2.10 closed-loop stability  the power supply shall be unconditio nally stable under all line/load/tra nsient load conditions including  capacitive load ranges.  a minimum of:  45 degrees phase margin  and  -10db-gain margin  is required.   closed-loop stability must be ensured at the maximum and minimum loads as applicable.    8.2.11  common mode noise  the common mode noise on any output shall not exceed  350 mv pk-pk  over the frequency band of 10hz  to 30mhz.  1.  the measurement shall be made across a 100  ?  resistor between each of the dc outputs,  including ground, at the dc power connector and chassis ground (power subsystem enclosure).  2.  the test set-up shall use an fet probe such as tektronix* model p6046 or equivalent.   

 power and environmental specifications  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  74  8.2.12   ripple / noise  the maximum allowed ripple/noise output of the power supply is defined in the following table. this is  measured over a bandwidth of 0hz to 20mhz at the power supply output connectors.  a 10   f tantalum  capacitor in parallel with a 0.1   f ceramic capacitor are placed at the point of measurement.  table 40. ripple and noise  +3.3v  +5v  +12v1/2/3/4 -12v  +5vsb  50mvp-p  50mvp-p 120mvp-p 120mvp-p  50mvp-p      8.2.13 soft starting  the power supply shall contain a control circuit which provides a monotonic soft start for its outputs  without overstress of the ac line or any power supply components at any specified ac line or load  conditions.  there is no requirement for rise time on the 5 v standby, but the turn on/off shall be  monotonic.  8.2.14  timing requirements   these are the timing requirements for the power supply operation.  the output voltages must rise from  10% to within regulation limits (t vout_rise ) within 5 to 70 ms, except for 5vsb; it is allowed to rise from 1.0 to  25 ms.   all outputs must rise monotonically .  each output voltage shall reach regulation within 50 ms  (t vout_on ) of each other during turn on of the power supply.  each output voltage shall fall out of regulation  within 400 msec (t vout_off ) of each other during turn off.  the following diagrams show the timing  requirements for the power supply being turned on and off via the ac input with pson held low, and the  pson signal with the ac input applied. 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  power and environmental specifications    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  75   table 41. output voltage timing  item  description  min  max  units  t vout_rise   output voltage rise time from each main output.  5.0 *  70  1  msec  t vout_on   all main outputs must be within regulation of each  other within this time.   50 msec  t vout_off   all main outputs must leave regulation within this  time.   400 msec  1  the 5vsb output voltage rise time shall be from 1.0ms to 25.0ms      tp02313 v out v1 v2 v3 v4 t vout_on t vout_rise 10% v out t vout_off   figure 26. output voltage timing 

 power and environmental specifications  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  76    table 42. turn on/off timing  item  description  min  max  units  t sb_on_delay   delay from ac being applied to 5vsb being within regulation.    1500  msec  t ac_on_delay   delay from ac being applied to all output voltages being within  regulation.   2500  msec  t vout_holdup   time all output voltages stay within regulation after loss of ac.   measured at 60% of maximum load.  21   msec  t pwok_holdup   delay from loss of ac to de-a ssertion of pwok.  measured at  60% of maximum load.  20   msec  t pson_on_delay   delay from pson #  active to output voltages within regulation  limits.  5 400  msec  t pson_pwok   delay from pson #  de-active to pwok being de-asserted.    50  msec  t pwok_on   delay from output voltages within regulation limits to pwok  asserted at turn on.  100 500  msec  t pwok_off   delay from pwok de-asserted to output voltages (3.3v, 5v,  12v, -12v) dropping out of regulation limits.  1   msec  t pwok_low   duration of pwok being in  the de-asserted state during an  off/on cycle using ac or the pson signal.  100   msec  t sb_vout   delay from 5vsb being in regulation to o/ps being in  regulation at ac turn on.  50 1000  msec  t 5vsb_holdup   time the 5vsb output voltage stays within regulation after loss  of ac.  70   msec    v out ac input pwok 5 vsb pson tp02314 t vout_holdup t ac_on_delay t sb_on_delay t pwok_on ac turn on/off cycle pson turn on/off cycle t sb_vout t 5vsb_holdup t pwok_holdup t pwok_off t pwok_low t pson_on_delay t sb_on_delay t pwok_on t pwok_off t pson_pwo k     figure 27. turn on/off timing (power supply signals)   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  power and environmental specifications    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  77 8.2.15  residual voltage immunity in standby mode  the power supply shall be immune to any residual voltage placed on its outputs (typically a leakage  voltage through the system from standby output) up to 500 mv. there shall be no additional heat  generated, nor stress of any internal components with this voltage applied to any individual output, and all  outputs simultaneously.  it also should not trip the power supply protection circuits during turn on.  residual voltage at the power supply outputs for a no load condition shall not exceed 100 mv when ac  voltage is applied and the pson# signal is de-asserted.   

 regulatory and certification information  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  78  9.  regulatory and certification information  9.1  product regulatory compliance  intended application  ? this product was evaluated as information technology equipment (ite), which  may be installed in offices, schools, computer  rooms, and similar commercial type locations. the  suitability of this product for othe r product categories and  environments (such as:  medical, industrial,  telecommunications, nebs, residential, alarm systems, test equipment, etc.), other than an ite  application, may require further evaluation. this is an fcc class a device.  integration of it into a class b  chassis does not result in a class b device.   the following table references server board compliance and markings that may appear on the  product. markings below are typical markings how ever, may vary or be different based on how  certification is obtained.  note: certifications emissions  requirements are to class a  9.1.1  product safety & electromagnetic (emc) compliance    compliance regional  description  compliance   reference  compliance reference marking  example  australia / new zealand  as/nzs 3548 (emissions)    n232   csa 60950 ? ul 60950  (safety)     canada / usa   industry canada ices-003  (emissions)  canada ices-003 class a  canada nmb-003 classe a   cenelec europe  low voltage directive  93/68/eec ; emc directive  89/336/eec   en55022 (emissions)  en55024 (immunity)   ce declaration of conformity     international  cb cert ification ? iec60950  cispr 22 / cispr 24  none required   korea  rrl certification   mic notice no. 1997-41 (emc)  & 1997-42  (emi)    ???? : cpu-model name   (a)     d33025   taiwan  bsmi cns13438     

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  regulatory and certification information    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  79 9.2 electromagnetic co mpatibility notices  9.2.1  fcc verification statement (usa)  this device complies with part 15 of the fcc rules.  operation is subject to the following two conditions:   (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference  received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.  intel corporation  5200 n.e. elam young parkway  hillsboro, or 97124-6497  phone:  1-800-628-8686    this equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class b digital device, pursuant  to part 15 of the fcc rules.  these limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful  interference in a residential installation.  this equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency  energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference  to radio communications.  however,  there is no guarantee that interfer ence will not occur in a particular  installation.  if this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can  be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the  interference by one or more of the following measures:  ?   reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.  ?   increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver.  ?   connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is  connected.  ?   consult the dealer or an experienced radio/tv technician for help.    any changes or modifications not expressly approved by  the grantee of this device could void the user?s  authority to operate the equipment.  the customer is responsible for ensuring compliance of the modified  product.  all cables used to connect to peripherals must be shielded and grounded.  operation with cables,  connected to peripherals that are not shielded and grounded may result in interference to radio and tv  reception.  9.2.2 ices-003 (canada)  cet appareil numrique respecte les limites  bruits radiolectriques applicables aux  appareils numriques de  classe b prescrites  dans la norme sur le matriel brouilleur:   ?appareils numriques?, nmb-003 dicte par le  ministre canadian des communications.    english translation of the notice above:  this digital apparatus does not exceed the class b limits for radio noise emissions from digital apparatus  set out in the interference-causing equipment standard entitled ?digital apparatus,? ices-003 of the  canadian department of communications.  9.2.3  europe (ce declaration of conformity)  this product has been tested in accordance too, and complies with the low voltage directive  (73/23/eec) and emc directive (89/336/eec).  the product has been marked with the ce mark to  illustrate its compliance.   

 regulatory and certification information  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  80    9.2.4 bsmi (taiwan)  the bsmi certification marking and emc warning is located on the outside rear area of the product.    9.2.5 rrl (korea)  following is the rrl certific ation information for korea.      english translation of the notice above:  1.  type of equipment (model name):  on license and product  2.  certification no.:  on rrl certificate.  ob tain certificate from lo cal intel representative  3.  name of certification re cipient:  intel corporation  4.  date of manufacturer:  refer to date code on product  5.  manufacturer/nation:  intel corporation/re fer to country of origin marked on product   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  regulatory and certification information    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  81   9.3 product ecology compliance  intel has a system in place to restrict the use of banned substances in accordance with world wide  product ecology regulatory requirements. the following is intel?s product ecology compliance criteria.   compliance regional  description  compliance reference  compliance reference  marking example  california  california code of regulations, title 22, division 4.5;  chapter 33: best management practices for  perchlorate materials.    special handling may  apply. see  www.dtsc.ca.gov/hazar douswaste/perchlorate this notice is required by  california code of  regulations, title 22,  division 4.5; chapter 33:  best management  practices for perchlorate  materials. this product /  part include a battery  which contains  perchlorate material.   china roh s   administrative measures on the control of pollution  caused by electronic information products? (eip) #39.  referred to as china rohs.  mark requires to be applied  to retail products only.  mark used is the environmental friendly use period  (efup). number represents years.     china  china recycling (gb18455-2001)    mark requires to be applied to be retail product only.  marking applied to bulk packaging and single  packages. not applied to internal packaging such as  plastics, foams, etc.      intel internal   specification  all materials, parts and  subassemblies must not  contain restricted materials as defined in intel?s  environmental product content specification  of  suppliers and outsourced manufacturers ?  http://supplier.intel.com/ehs/environmental.htm   none required  europe      european directive 2002/95/ec  -   restriction of hazardous substances (rohs)   threshold limits and banned substances are   noted below.   quantity limit of 0.1% by mass (1000 ppm) for:      lead, mercury, hexavalent chromium,       polybrominated biphenyls diphenyl ethers      (pbb/pbde)   quantity limit of 0.01% by mass (100 ppm) for:      cadmium  none required  germany    german green dot    applied to retail packaging only for boxed boards   

 regulatory and certification information  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  82  compliance regional  description  compliance reference  compliance reference  marking example   intel internal   specification  all materials, parts and  subassemblies must not  contain restricted materials as defined in intel?s  environmental product content specification  of  suppliers and outsourced manufacturers ?  http://supplier.intel.com/ehs/environmental.htm   none required    iso11469  - plastic parts weighing >25gm are  intended to be marked with per iso11469.              >pc/abs<   international   recycling markings ? fiberboard (fb) and cardboard  (cb) are marked with international recycling marks.  applied to outer bulk packaging and single package.               japan    japan recycling    applied to retail packaging only for boxed boards        9.4 other markings  compliance   description  compliance reference  compliance reference  marking example   country of origin   logistic requirements   applied to products to indicate where product was   made.           made in xxxx       

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix a: integration and usage tips    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  83 appendix a: integration and usage tips  ?   when adding or removing components or peripherals from the server board, ac power must be  removed. with ac power plugged into the server  board, 5-volt standby is still present even  though the server board is powered off.  ?   when two processors are installed, both must be of identical revision, core voltage, and bus/core  speed. mixed processor steppings is supported.  however, the stepping of one processor can not  greater then one stepping back of the other.  ?   processors must be installed in order. cpu 1 is located near the edge of the server board and  must be populated to operate the board.  ?   on the back edge of the server board are four diagnostic leds which display a sequence of red,  green, or amber post codes during the boot process. if the server board hangs during post,  the leds will display the last post event run before the hang.   ?   only fully buffered dimms (fbd) are supported on this server board. for a list of supported  memory for this server board, see the  intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal tested  memory list .  ?   for a list of intel supported operating systems, add-in cards, and peripherals for this server board,  see the  intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal tested hardware and os list.    ?   only dual-core intel ?  xeon ?  processors 5000 sequence, with system bus speeds of  667/1066/1333 mhz are supported on this server board.  previous generation intel ?  xeon ?   processors are not supported.  ?   for best performance, the number of dimms installed should be balanced across both memory  branches. for example: a four dimm config uration will perform better than a two dimm  configuration and should be installed in dimm slots a1, b1, c1, and d1.  an eight dimm  configuration will perform better  then a six dimm configuration.  ?   there are no population rules for  installing a single low profile add -in card in the 2u lp riser card;  a single add in card can be installed in either pci express* slot.  while each slot can  accommodate a x8 card, each slot  will only support  x4 bus speeds.  ?   for the 2u pci-x* (passive) riser card, add-in cards should be installed starting with the top slot  first, followed by the middle, and then the bottom. any add-in card populated in the bottom pci  slot will cause the bus to operate at 66mhz.  ?   each pci slot on the 2u pci-x* (active) riser card operates on an independent pci bus.  therefore, using an add-in card  that operates below 13 3mhz will not affect the bus speed of the  other pci slots.  ?   the ide connector on this server board is not a standard 40-pin ide connector.  instead, this  connector has an additional 4 power pins over and above the standard 40 i/o pins.  the design  intent of this connector is to provide  support for a slim-line optical drive only.  ?   removing ac power before performing the cm os clear operation will cause the system to  automatically power up and immediately power down after the procedure is followed and ac  power is re-applied. should this occur, remove the ac power cord again, wait 30 seconds, and  re-install the ac power cord. po wer up system and proceed to the  bios setup utility to  reset desired settings.  ?   normal bmc functionality is disabled with th e force bmc update jumper set to the ?enabled?  position (pins 2-3). the server should never be run with the bmc force update jumper set in this  position and should only be used when the standard firmware update process fails. this jumper  should remain in th e default (disabled) position (pins 1-2) when the server is running normally.  ?   when performing a bios update procedure, the bios select jumper must be set to its default  position (pins 2-3).  ?   when ac power is applied to the server, a 25-30 second delay is necessary to initialize the bmc.  during this initialization period, the  power button functionality is disabled.   

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  84  appendix b: bmc sensor tables  this appendix lists the sensor identification numbers and information regarding the sensor type, name,  supported thresholds, assertion and de-assertion information, and a brief description of the sensor  purpose. see the  intelligent platform management interface specification, version 1.5 , for sensor and  event/reading-type table information.  ?   sensor type  the sensor type references the values enumerated in the  sensor type codes  table in the ipmi  specification. it provides the context in which to interpret the sensor, e.g., the physical entity or  characteristic that is represented by this sensor.  ?   event / reading type  the event/reading type references values from the  event/reading type code ranges  and  generic event/reading type codes  tables in the  ipmi specification . note that digital sensors are  a specific type of discrete sensors, which have only two states.  ?   event offset/triggers  event thresholds are ?supported event generating thresholds? for threshold types of sensors.  o   [u,l][nr,c,nc]: upper non-recoverable, upper critical, upper non-critical, lower non-recoverable,  lower critical, lower non-critical  o   uc, lc: upper critical, lower critical  event   triggers are ?supported event generating offsets? for discrete type sensors. the offsets can  be found in the  generic event/reading type codes  or  sensor type codes  tables in the ipmi  specification, depending on whether the sensor event/reading type is generic or a sensor specific  response.  ?   assertion / de-assertion enables  assertion and de-assertion   indicators reveal the type of events the sensor can generate:  o  as: assertions  o  de: de-assertion    ?   readable value / offsets  o   readable value indicates the type of value returned for threshold and other non-discrete type  sensors.  o   readable offsets indicate the offsets for discrete sensors that are readable via the  get  sensor reading  command. unless otherwise indicated, all event triggers are readable, i.e.,  readable offsets  consists of the reading type offsets that do not generate events.  ?   event data  this is the data that is included in an event message generated by the associated sensor. for  threshold-based sensors, the following abbreviations are used:  o  r: reading value  o   t: threshold value   

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  85 ?   rearm sensors  -   the rearm is a request for the event status for a sensor to be rechecked and updated upon a  transition between good and bad states. rearming the sensors can be done manually or  automatically. this column indicates the type supported by the sensor. the following  abbreviations are used in the comment column to describe a sensor:   a: auto-rearm  m: manual rearm    ?   default hysteresis  -   hysteresis setting applies to all thresholds of the sensor. this column provides the count of  hysteresis for the sensor, which can be 1 or 2 (positive or negative hysteresis).  ?   criticality  -   criticality is a classification of the severity and nature of the condition. it also controls the  behavior of the control panel status led.    ?   standby   -   some sensors operate on standby power. these sensors may be accessed and / or  generate events when the main (system) power is off, but ac power is present.         

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  86    table 43. bmc sensors  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby power down  power cycle  a/c lost  ok  soft power  control failure  power unit  failure   critical  power unit  status  01h all  power unit  09h  sensor  specific  6fh  predictive  failure  non-critical  as ? trig offset a x  redundancy  regained  non-red: suff  res from redund ok  redundancy  lost  redundancy  degraded  degraded  non-red: suff  from insuff   ok  non-red:  insufficient  critical  power unit  redun- dancy  02h chassis- specific  power unit  09h  generic  0bh  redun degrade  from full   redun degrade  from non- redundant  ok  as ? trig offset a x 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  87  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby watchdog 03h  all  watchdog 2  23h  sensor  specific  6fh  timer expired,  status only  hard reset  power down  power cycle  timer interrupt  ok as  ? trig offset a  x  platform  security  violation  04h all  platform  security  violation  attempt  06h  sensor  specific  6fh  secure mode  violation  attempt  out-of-band  access  password  violation  ok as  ? trig offset a  x  physical  security  05h chassis  intrusion  is chassis- specific  physical  security  05h  sensor  specific  6fh  chassis  intrusion  lan leash lost  1  ok  as and de ?  trig offset  a  x  fp diag  interrupt  (nmi)  07h all  critical  interrupt  13h  sensor  specific  6fh  front panel nmi  / diagnostic  interrupt  bus  uncorrectable  error  ok as  ? trig offset a  ?  system  event log  09h all  event  logging  disabled  10h  sensor  specific  6fh  log area reset /  cleared  ok as  ? trig offset a  x  session  audit  0ah all  session audit 2ah  sensor  specific  6fh  00h ? session  activation  01h ? session  deactivation  ok as  ? as defined  by ipmi  a x 

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  88  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby system  event  ('system  event')  0bh all  system event 12h  sensor  specific  6fh  00 ? system  reconfigured  04 ? pef action ok as  ? trig offset a  x  bb +1.2v  vtt  10h all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb+1.9v  nic core  11h all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  x  bb +1.5v  aux  12h all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb +1.5v  13h  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb +1.8v   14h  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb +3.3v  15h  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb +3.3v  stb  16h all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  x  bb +1.5v  esb  17h all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  x  bb +5v  18h  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb +1.2v  nic  19h all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb +12v  aux  1ah all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb 0.9v  1bh  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bb vbat  1eh  all  voltage  02h  digital  discrete  05h  01h ? limit  exceeded  critical  as and de ?  r, t  a  x 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  89  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby bb temp  30h  all  temperature 01h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  x  front  panel  temp  32h all  temperature 01h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  x  fan 1a  50h   chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 2a  51h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 3a  52h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 4a  53h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 5a  54h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  tach fan  (not used  on this  server)  55h chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 1b  56h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 2b  57h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 3b  58h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 4b  59h  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 5b  5ah  chassis- specific  fan  04h  threshold 01h  [l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  m  ?  fan 1  present   60h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t   a  ? 

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  90  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby fan 2  present   61h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t   a  ?  fan 3  present   62h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t   a  ?  fan 4  present   63h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  fan 5  present   64h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  fan 6  present   65h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  fan 7  present   66h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  fan 8  present   67h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  fan 9  present   68h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  fan 10  present  69h chassis- specific  fan  04h  generic  08h  device present ok  as and de ?  t  a  ?  redundancy  regained  ok  redundancy  lost  redundancy  degraded  degraded  non-red: suff  res from redund non-red: suff  from insuff   ok  fan  redun- dancy   6fh chassis- specific  fan   04h  generic   0bh  non-red:  insufficient  critical  as ? trig offset a x 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  91  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby redun degrade  from full   redun degrade  from non- redundant  ok  presence ok  failure critical  predictive fail  non-critical  a/c lost  critical  power  supply  status 1  70h chassis- specific  power supply 08h  sensor  specific  6fh  configuration  error  non-critical  as and de ?  trig offset  a  x  presence ok  failure critical  predictive fail  non-critical  a/c lost  critical  power  supply  status 2  71h chassis- specific  power supply 08h  sensor  specific  6fh  configuration  error  non-critical  as and de ?  trig offset  a  x  power  nozzle  power  supply 1  78h chassis- specific  current  03h  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  power  nozzle  power  supply 2  79h chassis- specific  current  03h  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  power  gauge   v1 rail  (+12v)  power  supply 1  7ah chassis- specific  current  03h  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ? 

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  92  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby power  gauge   v1 rail  (+12v)  power  supply 2   7bh chassis- specific  current  03h  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  power  gauge   (aggre- gate  power)  power  supply 1  7ch chassis- specific  other units  0bh  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  power  gauge   (aggregate  power)  power  supply 2  7dh chassis- specific  other units  0bh  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  system  acpi  power  state  82h all  system acpi  power state  22h  sensor  specific  6fh  s0 / g0  s1  s3  s4  s5 / g2  g3 mechanical  off  ok as  ? trig offset a  x  button 84h  all  button  14h  sensor  specific  6fh  power button  reset button  ok as  ? trig offset a  x  smi  timeout  85h all  smi timeout f3h  digital  discrete  03h  01h ? state  asserted   critical  as and de ?  trig offset  a  ? 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  93  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby sensor  failure  86h all  sensor  failure  f6h  oem  sensor  specific  73h  i 2 c device not  found  i 2 c device error  detected  i 2 c bus timeout ok as  ? trig offset a  x  nmi signal  state  87h all  oem  c0h  digital  discrete  03h  01h ? state  asserted   ok ? 01h ? ? ?  smi signal  state  88h all  oem   c0h  digital  discrete  03h  01h ? state  asserted  ok ? 01h ? ? ?  ierr critical  thermal trip  non-rec  config error  critical  presence ok  proc 1  status  90h all  processor  07h  sensor  specific  6fh  disabled degraded  as and de ?  trig offset  m  x  ierr critical  thermal trip  non-rec  config error  critical  presence ok  proc 2  status  91h all  processor  07h  sensor  specific  6fh  disabled degraded  as and de ?  trig offset  m  x  proc 1  temp  98h all  temperature 01h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  proc 2  temp  9ah all  temperature 01h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link0   a0h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link0   bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ? 

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  94  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link1  a1h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link1  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link2  a2h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link2  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link3  a3h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link3  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link4  a4h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link4  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link5  a5h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link5  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link6  a6h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link6  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  pcie link7  a7h  critical  interrupt  sensor  specific  pcie  link7  bus correctable  error   ok as  ? see the  bios eps  a ? 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  95  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby 13f 6fh  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link8  a8h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link8  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie link9  a9h  critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link9  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie  link10  aah critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link10  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie  link11  abh critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link11  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie  link12  ach critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link12  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ?  bus correctable  error   ok  pcie  link13  adh critical  interrupt  13f  sensor  specific  6fh  pcie  link13  bus  uncorrectable  error  degraded  as ? see the  bios eps  a ? 

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  96  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby proc 1  thermal  control  c0h all  temperature 01h  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  trig offset  m  ?  proc 2  thermal  control  c1h all  temperature 01h  threshold 01h  [u] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  trig offset  m  ?  proc 1  vrd over  temp  c8h all  temperature 01h  digital  discrete  05h  01h ? limit  exceeded  non-critical  as and de ?  trig offset  m  ?  proc 2  vrd over  temp  c9h all  temperature 01h  digital  discrete  05h  01h ? limit  exceeded  non-critical  as and de ?  trig offset  m  ?  proc 1 vcc  d0h  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  proc 2 vcc  d1h  all  voltage  02h  threshold 01h  [u,l] [c,nc]  threshold  defined  as and de analog  r, t  a  ?  proc 1 vcc  out-of- range  d2h all  voltage  02h  digital  discrete  05h  01h ? limit  exceeded  non-critical  as and de discrete  r, t  a  ?  proc 2  vcc out- of-range  d3h all  voltage  02h  digital  discrete  05h  01h ? limit  exceeded  non-critical  as and de discrete  r, t  a  ?  cpu  population  error  d8h all  processor  07h  generic  03h  01h ?- state  asserted  critical  as and de ?  r, t  a  ?  fault status  asserted  degraded  device installed ok  disabled degraded  dimm a1  e0h  all  slot  connector  21h  sensor  specific  6fh  sparing ok  as ? trig offset a ?  dimm a2  e1h  all  slot  connector  sensor  specific  fault status  asserted  degraded as  ?  trig offset a  ? 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  97  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby device installed ok  disabled degraded  21h 6fh  sparing ok  fault status  asserted  degraded  device installed ok  disabled degraded  dimm b1  e2h  all  slot  connector  21h  sensor  specific  6fh  sparing ok  as ? trig offset a ?  fault status  asserted  degraded  device installed ok  disabled degraded  dimm b2  e3h  all  slot  connector  21h  sensor  specific  6fh  sparing ok  as ? trig offset a ?  fault status  asserted  degraded  device installed ok  disabled degraded  dimm c1  e4h  all  slot  connector  21h  sensor  specific  6fh  sparing ok  as ? trig offset a ?  fault status  asserted  degraded  device installed ok  disabled degraded  dimm c2  e5h  all  slot  connector  21h  sensor  specific  6fh  sparing ok  as ? trig offset a ?  fault status  asserted  degraded  device installed ok  disabled degraded  dimm d1  e6h  all  slot  connector  21h  sensor  specific  6fh  sparing ok  as ? trig offset a ?  dimm d2  e7h  all  slot  connector  sensor  specific  fault status  asserted  degraded as  ?  trig offset a  ? 

 appendix b: sensor tables  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  98  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby device installed ok  disabled degraded  21h 6fh  sparing ok  memory a  error  ech all  memory  0ch  sensor  specific  6fh  correctable  ecc  uncorrectable  ecc  ok as  ? trig offset a  ?  memory b  error  edh system- specific  memory  0ch  sensor  specific  6fh  correctable  ecc  uncorrectable  ecc  ok as  ? trig offset a  ?  memory c  error  eeh system- specific  memory  0ch  sensor  specific  6fh  correctable  ecc  uncorrectable  ecc  ok as  ? trig offset a  ?  memory d  error  efh system- specific  memory  0ch  sensor  specific  6fh  correctable  ecc  uncorrectable  ecc  ok as  ? trig offset a  ?  b0 dimm  sparing  enabled  f0h all  entity  presence  25h  sensor  specific  6fh  entity present  ok  as  ?  trig offset  a  ?  fully redundant  ok  non-red: suff  res from redund non-red: suff  res from insuff  res  degraded  b0 dimm  sparing  redun- dancy  f1h all  memory  0ch  discrete  0bh  non-red: insuff  res  critical  as ? trig offset a ?  b1 dimm  sparing  enabled  f2h all  entity  presence  25h  sensor  specific  6fh  entity present  ok  as  ?  trig offset  a  ? 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix b: sensor tables    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  99  sensor  name  sensor  number system  applica- bility  sensor type event /  reading  type  event offset  triggers  criticality  assert /  de-assert readable  value /  offsets  event data rearm standby fully redundant  ok  non-red: suff  res from redund non-red: suff  res from insuff  res  degraded  b1 dimm  sparing  redun- dancy  f3h all  memory  0ch  discrete  0bh  non-red: insuff  res  critical  as ? trig offset a ?  b01 dimm  mirroring  enabled  f4h all  entity  presence  25h  sensor  specific  6fh  entity present  ok  as  ?  trig offset  a  ?  fully redundant  ok  non-red:suff res  from redund  non-red:suff res  from insuff res  degraded  b01 dimm  mirroring  redun- dancy  f5h all  memory  0ch  discrete  0bh  non-red: insuff  res  critical  as ? trig offset a ?  note 1: not supported except for esb-2 embedded nics         

  appendix c: post code diagnostic leds  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  100   appendix c: post code diagnostic led decoder   during the system boot process, bios executes a number of platform configuration processes, each of  which is assigned a specific hex post code number. as each configuration routine is started, bios will  display the given post code to the post code diagnostic leds found on the back edge of the server  board.  to assist in troubleshooting a system hang during the post process, the diagnostic leds can  be used to identify the last post process to be executed.  each post code will be represente d by a combination of colors fr om the four leds. the leds are  capable of displaying three colors: green, red, and amber. the post codes are divided into two nibbles,  an upper nibble and a lower nibble. each bit in the upper nibble is represented by a red led and each bit  in the lower nibble is represented by a green led. if both bits are set in the upper and lower nibbles then  both red and green leds are lit, resulting in an amber color. if both bits are clear, then the led is off.  in the below example, bios sends a value of ach to the diagnostic led decoder. the leds are decoded  as follows:  ?   red bits = 1010b = ah  ?   green bits = 1100b = ch  since the red bits correspond to the upper nibble and the green bits correspond to the lower nibble, the  two are concatenated to be ach.  table 44: post progress code led example    8h  4h  2h  1h  leds  red  green  red  green  red  green  red  green  ach 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0  result amber  green  red  off   msb     lsb      figure 28. diagnostic led placement diagram        lsb msb diagnostic leds back edge of baseboard  usb port  usb port 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix c: post code diagnostic leds    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  101 table 45. diagnostic led post code decoder  diagnostic led decoder  g=green, r=red, a=amber  checkpoint  msb      lsb  description   host processor  0x10h off off off r power-on initialization of  the host processor  (bootstrap processor)  0x11h  off  off off  a  host processor cache initialization (including ap)  0x12h  off  off g  r  starting application processor initialization  0x13h off off g  a smm initialization  chipset  0x21h  off  off r  g  initializing a chipset component  memory  0x22h off off a off reading configurat ion data from memory (spd on dimm)  0x23h  off  off a  g  detecting presence of memory  0x24h off g r off programming timing par ameters in the memory controller  0x25h  off  g  r  g  configuring memory parameters in the memory controller  0x26h off g a off optimizing  memory controller settings  0x27h  off  g  a  g  initializing memory, such as ecc init  0x28h g off r off testing memory  pci bus  0x50h  off  r  off  r  enumerating pci busses  0x51h  off  r  off  a  allocating resources to pci busses  0x52h  off r g r hot plug pci controller initialization  0x53h   off  r  g  a  reserved for pci bus  0x54h   off  a  off  r  reserved for pci bus  0x55h   off  a  off  a  reserved for pci bus  0x56h   off  a  g  r  reserved for pci bus  0x57h  off  a  g  a  reserved for pci bus  usb  0x58h  g  r  off  r  resetting usb bus  0x59h  g  r  off  a  reserved for usb devices  ata / atapi / sata  0x5ah  g  r  g  r  resetting pata / sata bus and all devices  0x5bh  g  r  g  a  reserved for ata  smbus  0x5ch g a off r resetting smbus  0x5dh  g  a  off  a  reserved for smbus  local console  0x70h  off  r  r  r  resetting the video controller (vga)  0x71h  off  r  r  a  disabling the video controller (vga)  0x72h  off  r  a  r  enabling the video controller (vga)  remote console  0x78h  g  r  r  r  resetting the console controller  0x79h  g  r  r  a  disabling the console controller  0x7ah  g  r a r enabling the console controller  keyboard (ps2 or usb)  0x90h  r  off off  r  resetting the keyboard   0x91h r off off a disabling the keyboard 

  appendix c: post code diagnostic leds  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  102  diagnostic led decoder  g=green, r=red, a=amber  checkpoint  msb      lsb  description   0x92h  r  off g  r  detecting the presence of the keyboard  0x93h r off g a enabling the keyboard  0x94h  r  g  off  r  clearing keyboard input buffer  0x95h  r  g  off  a  instructing keyboard controller to run self test (ps2 only)  mouse (ps2 or usb)  0x98h  a  off off  r  resetting the mouse  0x99h  a  off off  a  detecting the mouse  0x9ah  a  off g  r  detecting the presence of mouse  0x9bh a off g a enabling the mouse  fixed media  0xb0h  r  off r  r  resetting fixed media device  0xb1h  r  off r  a  disabling fixed media device  0xb2h  r off a  r  detecting presence of a fixed media  device (ide hard drive detection,  etc.)  0xb3h  r  off a  a  enabling / configuring a fixed media device  removable media  0xb8h  a  off r  r  resetting removable media device  0xb9h  a  off r  a  disabling removable media device  0xbah  a off a  r  detecting presence of a removable media device (ide cdrom  detection, etc.)  0xbch  a  g  r  r  enabling / configuring a removable media device  boot device selection  0xd0  r  r  off  r  trying boot device selection   0xd1  r  r  off  a  trying boot device selection   0xd2  r  r  g  r  trying boot device selection   0xd3  r  r  g  a  trying boot device selection   0xd4  r  a  off  r  trying boot device selection   0xd5  r  a  off  a  trying boot device selection   0xd6  r  a  g  r  trying boot device selection   0xd7  r  a  g  a  trying boot device selection   0xd8  a  r  off  r  trying boot device selection   0xd9  a  r  off  a  trying boot device selection   0xda  a  r  g  r  trying boot device selection   0xdb  a  r  g  a  trying boot device selection   0xdc  a  a  off  r  trying boot device selection   0xde  a  a  g  r  trying boot device selection   0xdf  a  a  g  a  trying boot device selection   pre-efi initialization (pei) core  0xe0h  r  r  r  off  started dispatching early initialization modules (peim)  0xe2h  r  r  a  off  initial memory found,  configured, and installed correctly  0xe1h  r  r  r  g  reserved for initialization module use (peim)  0xe3h  r  r  a  g  reserved for initialization module use (peim)  driver execution environment (dxe) core  0xe4h  r  a  r  off  entered efi driver execution phase (dxe)  0xe5h  r  a  r  g  started dispatching drivers  0xe6h  r  a  a  off  started connecting drivers  dxe drivers 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix c: post code diagnostic leds    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  103 diagnostic led decoder  g=green, r=red, a=amber  checkpoint  msb      lsb  description   0xe7h  r  a  a  g  waiting for user input  0xe8h a r r off checking password  0xe9h  a  r  r  g  entering bios setup  0xeah a r a off flash update  0xeeh  a  a  a  off  calling int 19. one beep unless silent boot is enabled.  0xefh  a  a  a  g  unrecoverable boot failure / s3 resume failure  runtime phase / efi operating system boot  0xf4h  r  a  r  r  entering sleep state  0xf5h  r  a  r  a  exiting sleep state  0xf8h  a r r r  operating system has requested efi to close boot services  (exitbootservices ( ) has been called)  0xf9h  a r r a  operating system has switc hed to virtual address mode  (setvirtualaddressmap ( ) has been called)  0xfah  a  r a r  operating system has requested the  system to reset (resetsystem ()  has been called)  pre-efi initialization module (peim) / recovery  0x30h  off  off r  r  crisis recovery has been initiated because of a user request  0x31h  off  off r  a  crisis recovery has been initiated by software (corrupt flash)  0x34h  off  g  r  r  loading crisis recovery capsule  0x35h  off  g  r  a  handing off control to the crisis recovery capsule  0x3fh  g  g  a  a  unable to complete crisis recovery.   

 appendix d: post error messages and handling  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  104  appendix d: post error messages and handling  whenever possible, the bios will ou tput the current boot progress co des on the video screen. progress  codes are 32-bit quantities plus optional data. the 32-bit numbers include class, subclass, and operation  information. the class and subclass fields point to  the type of hardware that  is being initialized. the  operation field represents the specific initialization ac tivity. based on th e data bit availability to display  progress codes, a progress code can be customized to fit the data width. the higher the data bit, the  higher the granularity of information that can be sent on the progress port. the progress codes may be  reported by the system bios or option roms.  the response section in the following table is divided into two types:  pause:  the message is displayed in the error manager screen, an error is logged to the  sel, and user input is required to conti nue. the user can take immediate corrective  action or choose to continue booting.  halt:  the message is displayed in the error manager screen, an error is logged to the sel,  and the system cannot boot unless the error is resolved. the user needs to replace the  faulty part and restart the system.    table 46. post error messages and handling  error code  error message  response  004c  keyboard / interface error  pause  0012  cmos date / time not set  pause  5220  configuration cleared by jumper  pause  5221  passwords cleared by jumper  pause  5223 configuration default loaded  pause  0048  password check failed  halt  0141  pci resource conflict  pause  0146  insufficient memory to shadow pci rom  pause  8110  processor 01 internal error (ierr) on last boot  pause  8111  processor 02 internal error (ierr) on last boot  pause  8120  processor 01 thermal trip error on last boot  pause  8121  processor 02 thermal trip error on last boot  pause  8130 processor 01 disabled  pause  8131 processor 02 disabled  pause  8160  processor 01 unable to apply bios update  pause  8161  processor 02 unable to apply bios update  pause  8190  watchdog timer failed on last boot  pause  8198  operating system boot watchdog timer expired on last boot  pause  0192  l3 cache size mismatch  halt  0194  cpuid, processor family are different  halt  0195  front side bus mismatch  pause  0197 processor speeds mismatched  pause  8300  baseboard management controller failed self-test  pause  8306  front panel controller locked  pause  8305  hot swap controller failed  pause  84f2  baseboard management controller failed to respond  pause  84f3  baseboard management controller in update mode  pause  84f4  sensor data record empty  pause 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix d: post error messages and handling    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  105 error code  error message  response  84ff  system event log full  pause  8500  memory component could not be configured in the selected ras mode.  pause  8520  dimm_a1 failed self test (bist).  pause  8521  dimm_a2 failed self test (bist).  pause  8522  dimm_a3 failed self test (bist).  pause  8523  dimm_a4 failed self test (bist).  pause  8524  dimm_b1 failed self test (bist).  pause  8525  dimm_b2 failed self test (bist).  pause  8526  dimm_b3 failed self test (bist).  pause  8527  dimm_b4 failed self test (bist).  pause  8528  dimm_c1 failed self test (bist).  pause  8529  dimm_c2 failed self test (bist).  pause  852a  dimm_c3 failed self test (bist).  pause  852b  dimm_c4 failed self test (bist).  pause  852c  dimm_d1 failed self test (bist).  pause  852d  dimm_d2 failed self test (bist).  pause  852e  dimm_d3 failed self test (bist).  pause  852f  dimm_d4 failed self test (bist).  pause  8540  memory component lost redundancy during the last boot.  pause  8580  dimm_a1 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  8581  dimm_a2 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  8582  dimm_a3 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  8583  dimm_a4 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  8584  dimm_b1 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  8585  dimm_b2 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  8586  dimm_b3 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  8587  dimm_b4 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  8588  dimm_c1 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  8589  dimm_c2 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  858a  dimm_c3 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  858b  dimm_c4 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  858c  dimm_d1 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  858d  dimm_d2 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  858e  dimm_d3 correctable ecc error encountered.  pause  858f  dimm_d4 correctable ecc error encountered.    pause  8600  primary and secondary bios ids do not match.  pause  8601  override jumper is set to force boot  from lower alternate bios bank of flash  rom  pause  8602  watchdog timer expired (secondary bios may be bad!)  pause  8603  secondary bios checksum fail  pause   

 appendix d: post error messages and handling  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  106  post error beep codes  the following table lists post error beep codes. prior to system video initialization, bios uses these  beep codes to inform users on error conditions. the beep code is followed by a user visible code on  post progress leds.  table 47. post error beep codes  beeps  error message  post progress code description  3  memory error    system halted because a fatal error related to the memory  was detected.  6 bios rolling back  error    the system has detected a co rrupted bios in the flash  part, and is rolling back to the last good bios.    the bmc may generate beep codes upon detection of failure conditions. beep codes are sounded each  time the problem is discovered, such as on each power-up attempt, but are not sounded continuously.  codes that are common across all intel ?  server boards and systems that use the intel ?  s5000 chipset  are listed in table 48. each digit in the code is represented by a sequence of beeps whose count is equal  to the digit.   table 48. bmc beep codes  code  reason for beep  associated sensors  supported?  1-5-2-1  cpu: empty slot / population error ? processor  slot 1 is not populated.   cpu population error  yes  1-5-2-2  cpu: no processors (terminators only)  n/a  no  1-5-2-3  cpu: configuration erro r (e.g., vid mismatch)  n/a  no  1-5-2-4  cpu: configuration error  (e.g., bsel mismatch) n/a  no  1-5-4-2  power fault: dc power unexpectedly lost (power  good dropout)  power unit ? power unit  failure offset  yes  1-5-4-3  chipset control failure  n/a  no  1-5-4-4  power control fault  power unit ? soft power  control failure offset  yes       

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix e: supported intel ?  server chassis    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  107 appendix e: supported intel ?  server chassis  the intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal is supported in the following intel high density rack  mount server chassis:   ?  intel ?  server chassis sr1500  ?  intel ?  server chassis sr1550  ?  intel ?  server chassis sr2500    this section provides a high level descriptive overview of each chassis.  for more detail, please  reference the appropriate technical product specification (tps) available for each.  tp02154 a b e c d f h i j k l a o n m g p   a  rack handles  i  pci card bracket (low profile) ? pcie*  b  backplane ? passive sas/sata or active  sas/sas raid  j  processor air duct  c air baffle  k  fan module  d  power supply fans  l  bridge board  e  600 watt power supply   m  control panel (standard control panel shown)  f  intel? server board s5000pal / s5000xal  n  hard drive bays (drives not included)  g  pci card bracket (full height) ? pci-x* or  pcie*  o  slimline drive bay (drive not included)  h  pci add-in riser assembly  p  front bezel (optional)  figure 29. 1u ? intel ?  server chassis sr1500 overview   

 appendix e: supported intel ?  server chassis  intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  108    a  rack handles  l  riser card assembly  b  sas/sata backplane  m  system memory  c  sas raid battery pack  (optional)  n  processor and heat sink  d  power supply air duct  o  processor air duct  e  power distribution board  p  system fan bank  f  1+1 650 watt power supply  modules  q  mid-plane board   (active - sas/sas raid  shown)  g  intel? server board s5000pal /  s5000xal  r  front bezel (optional; standard control panel  shown)  h bridge board  s  standard control panel or intel ?  local control  panel (optional)  i intel ?  rmm module (optional)  t  mini control panel bay ? required option to  support eight hard drives  j intel ?  rmm nic(optional)  u  slimline optical drive bay  k  io module (optional)  v  up to eight 2.5? hard drive bays  figure 30. 1u ? intel ?  server chassis sr1550 overview          

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  appendix e: supported intel ?  server chassis    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  109 tp02094 a b d c e f g h i a l k j m n   a.  rack handles  h.  cpu air duct  b.  sas/sata backplane  i.  system fan assembly  c.  air baffles  j.  standard control panel  d.  power distribution module  k.  flex bay ? 6 th  hdd or tape (optional)  e.  1+1 750 watt power supply  modules  l.  five sata/sas hard drive bays  f.  riser card assembly  m.  slim-line optical drive bay  g.  system memory  n.  front bezel (optional)    mid-pane ? passive sas/sata  or active sas/sas raid   (not shown)     figure 31. 2u ? intel ?  server chassis sr2500 overview             

 glossary intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  110  glossary  this appendix contains important terms used in the preceding chapters. for ease of use, numeric entries  are listed first (e.g., ?82460gx?) with alpha entries following (e.g., ?agp 4x?). acronyms are then entered  in their respective place, with non-acronyms following.  term  definition  acpi  advanced configuration and power interface  ap application processor  apic  advanced programmable interrupt control  asic  application specific integrated circuit  asmi  advanced server management interface  bios  basic input/output system  bist  built-in self test  bmc  baseboard management controller  bridge  circuitry connecting one computer bus to anot her, allowing an agent on one to access the other  bsp bootstrap processor  byte 8-bit quantity.  cbc  chassis bridge controller (a microcontroller c onnected to one or more other cbcs, together they  bridge the ipmb buses of multiple chassis.  cek  common enabling kit  chap  challenge handshake authentication protocol  cmos  in terms of this specification, this describes  the pc-at compatible region of battery-backed 128 bytes  of memory, which normally resides on the server board.  dpc direct platform control  eeprom electrically erasable  programmable read-only memory  ehci  enhanced host controller interface  emp  emergency management port  eps  external product specification  esb-2  enterprise south bridge 2  fbd  fully buffered dimm  fmb flexible mother board  frb fault resilient booting  fru  field replaceable unit  fsb  front side bus  gb 1024mb  gpio  general purpose i/o  gtl gunning transceiver logic  hsc hot-swap controller  hz  hertz (1 cycle/second)  i2c inter-integrated circuit bus  ia intel ?  architecture  ibf input buffer  ich  i/o controller hub  icmb  intelligent chassis management bus  ierr internal error  ifb  i/o and firmware bridge  intr interrupt  ip internet protocol  ipmb  intelligent platform management bus 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  glossary    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  111 term  definition  ipmi  intelligent platform management interface  ir infrared  itp in-target probe  kb 1024 bytes  kcs  keyboard controller style  lan  local area network  lcd  liquid crystal display  led  light emitting diode  lpc  low pin count  lun  logical unit number  mac media access control  mb 1024kb  mch  memory controller hub  md2  message digest 2 ? hashing algorithm  md5  message digest 5 ? hashing algorithm ? higher security  ms milliseconds  mttr  memory type range register  mux multiplexor  nic network interface controller  nmi nonmaskable interrupt  obf output buffer  oem original equipm ent manufacturer  ohm  unit of electrical resistance  pef  platform event filtering  pep  platform event paging  pia  platform information area (this feature config ures the firmware for the platform hardware)  pld  programmable logic device  pmi  platform management interrupt  post  power-on self test  psmi  power supply management interface  pwm pulse-width modulation  ram  random access memory  rasum  reliability, availability, serviceability, usability, and manageability  risc  reduced instruction set computing  rom  read only memory  rtc  real-time clock (component of ich  peripheral chip on the server board)  sdr  sensor data record  secc  single edge connector cartridge  seeprom  serial electrically erasable programmable read-only memory  sel  system event log  sio server input/output  smi  server management interrupt (smi is  the highest priority nonmaskable interrupt)  smm server management mode  sms  server management software   snmp  simple network management protocol  tbd  to be determined  tim  thermal interface material  uart universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter 

 glossary intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps     revision 1.7  intel order number: D31979-010  112  term  definition  udp  user datagram protocol  uhci  universal host controller interface  utc universal time coordinate  vid voltage identification  vrd  voltage regulator down  word 16-bit quantity  zif  zero insertion force 

 intel ?  server board s5000pal / s5000xal tps  reference documents    revision 1.7      intel order number: D31979-010  113 reference documents  see the following documents for additional information:   ?  intel ?  s5000 series chipsets server board family datasheet  ?  intel ?  s5000 server board family bios core external product specification (yellow cover)  ?  intel ?  s5000 server board family bmc core external product specification (yellow cover)  ?  intel ?  5000p memory controller hub external design specification (yellow cover)  ?  intel ?  enterprise south bridge-2 (esb-2) external design specification (yellow cover)  ?   teb 2.11 ? thin electronics bay (1u/2u rack optimized)  ?   eps 1u rev. 2.93 ? entry level power supply ? 1u non-redundant ? intel ?  s5000 server board  family  ?   erp 2u ? rev. 2.31 ? entry redundant power supply 2u form factor ? intel ?  s5000 server  board family    note:  yellow cover documents can only be obtained under nda with intel and ordered through an intel  representative.                                                        
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